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Editorial

The Future We Fear is Here

Retired Lt. General Russel L. Honoré presented the award (photo by Harry Rabin)

by Gwyn Lurie

R

emember the 2018 devastating debris flow that changed Montecito forever?
Those of us who lived here at the time do. Like it happened yesterday, with
all the pain and loss and destruction it brought. But for those who made
Montecito their home post-debris flow (or PDF as I like to call it), the knowledge of
what happened is likely stored in the category of bullets dodged and things that will
hopefully never happen again. And yet, what science tells us if we’re willing to listen,
is that that’s wrong. That wild land-urban interface disasters are the natural order of
things, and now, when climate change is the ongoing battle of our lifetime, they will
happen more and more.
As Jerry Roberts reports this week (page 27) for the Montecito Journal – lucky
us – this past Sunday afternoon, The Project for Resilient Communities (known as
TPRC), received the 2022 National Service Award for “Leadership and collaboration
to install Geobrugg Nets in canyons to protect lives and mitigate property damage
from catastrophic debris flows.” TPRC is the local organization that came together
in the wake of the 1/9 debris flow, as a public/private partnership with Santa Barbara
County, to increase Montecito’s resilience against future natural disasters.
The award, given by the Ready Communities Partnership, was delivered to TPRC
by Retired U.S. Army General Russel Honoré. (You may remember him as the
Army General that oversaw the disaster relief in Katrina, or the expert brought in by
Speaker Pelosi after the January 6th attack on the Capitol as the lead investigator in
the Capitol Security Review Task Force.)
Because I was part of the group that humbly received this award, I did not want to
cover the event myself. I did, however, jump at the opportunity to talk with General
Honoré, a man who, in the world of careful high-level military speak, is known for
his take-no-prisoners straight-talk, which includes the occasional (and I dare say wellplaced) cuss word. General Honoré’s 37-year career in the U.S. Army included serving
as commander of the 4th Battalion, 16th infantry, 1st infantry Division (Forward) in
Operation Desert Storm, and commander for the joint Task Force Katrina, in which he
coordinated military relief efforts after Hurricane Katrina hit the Louisiana Gulf Coast.
But the General makes no bones about the fact that first and foremost, his years
of experience in war and disaster relief have taught him that what the future of our
national security depends on most is – protecting our environment. And so Honoré, a
Louisiana native, founded the GreenARMY, a coalition of environmental experts and
advocates, to protect against pollution while fighting climate change and the natural
disasters it causes.
As the go-to authority on the intersections of national security and the climate
crisis, and government and military leadership, General Honoré was kind enough to
break down for me some of the core issues Gwyn Lurie is CEO
regarding community resiliency, the chal- and Executive Editor of
lenges we face with rising temperature, and the Montecito Journal
I may have snuck in a few questions about Media Group
how he feels we are handling the situation
in Ukraine, and how he thinks it will end.

3,500 PROJECTS • 700 CLIENTS • 35 YEARS • ONE BUILDER
DESIGN BY WINICK ARCHITECTS

Building Peace of Mind.
BUILD WITH US | (805) 966 - 6401 | GIFFINANDCR ANE .COM
LICENSE 611341
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Village Beat

Women’s Equal Pay Day
by Kelly Mahan Herrick

T

uesday, March 15 is known as
Equal Pay Day, a public service
awareness event to illustrate the
gap between men’s and women’s wages.
The National Committee on Pay Equity
began recognizing this symbolic day in
1996, in an effort to bring awareness on
how to solve wage inequity. The date of
the event symbolizes how far into the
year women must work to earn what men
earned in the previous year.
Local Montecito resident Janessa Van
Vechten, a Cold Spring School mom, rallied several local businesses to get involved;
the businesses donated 12% of their sales
on Tuesday to Women’s Economic Ventures
(WEV), a local nonprofit whose mission is
to assist women in opening small businesses throughout Santa Barbara and Ventura
counties. The donation amount was 12%
to represent the ongoing 12% gender pay
gap here in California.
Participating businesses included Bettina Pizzeria, Yoga Soup, Merci
Montecito, Riviera Bread, Jeannine’s
Bakery, The Daisy Restaurant, Jules by
the Sea, and Jess Conti Leather Goods. “I

Merci Montecito owner Elizabeth Colling participated in a grassroots effort by Montecito resident
Janessa Van Vechten to bring awareness to gender
wage inequity

wanted to find an inclusive way that people could get out and help raise awareness
for this issue,” Van Vechten said. “Pay
equity has been an issue I’m passionate
about for a long time, but there are no
local initiatives here in Santa Barbara or
Montecito, so I decided to start my own.”
Van Vechten said the grassroots idea
was born from a previous initiative many

years ago, when businesses would offer a
20% discount to women on a certain day.
“Back then the wage gap was 20%,” she
explained. In an effort to avoid discrimination and be inclusive to all genders, Van
Vechten instead asked local businesses to
donate a percentage of their sales to WEV
after being inspired by the local nonprofit’s
mission. “WEV is the strongest advocate
of economic equality that we have here in
Santa Barbara, given their unique offerings
for women looking to open or expand a
small business,” Van Vechten said.
Women’s Economic Ventures is dedicated to creating an equitable and just
society through the economic empowerment of women. WEV is a business
resource network for anyone looking to
start a business, grow a local business,
or improve their business skills; the nonprofit organization provides small business training, advisory services, financial
literacy programs, and small business
loans in Santa Barbara and Ventura counties. Since 1991, WEV has provided
business training and small business advisory services to more than 20,000 people
throughout Santa Barbara and Ventura
counties, and has made more than $6.4
million in small business loans and
helped more than 5,500 local businesses
start or expand, generating an estimated
$770 million in annual sales and creating
nearly 12,000 local jobs. WEV is a U.S.
Small Business Administration’s Women’s
Business Center and Microlender, as well
as a certified Community Development
Financial Institution (CDFI).
While WEV’s focus is on women, it
welcomes people of all gender identities into the WEV community. Business
courses, programs, and loans are provided in both English and Spanish. Van
Vechten says she hopes to bring awareness to this important day each year and
hopes to bring on more businesses to
spread the word next year.
To learn more, visit wevonline.org.

Randall Road Debris
Basin Moves Forward

Care, for life

World-class primary and specialty care, close to home
Same date appointments available in Santa Barbara County
To book now or for more information, visit us at
uclahealth.org/santa-barbara or call 310-935-1128
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This Saturday, March 19, Santa
Barbara County Flood Control will take
acquisition of 630 Randall Road, the
final one-acre property to be acquired in
which to build the Randall Road Debris
Basin. After a lengthy delay, a recent
ruling by the Ventura County Superior
Court has given Flood Control the green
light to continue building the basin,
which will ultimately be the largest debris
basin in Montecito. The project was proposed along Randall Road in Montecito
by private interests – mainly by nearby
resident Curtis Skene – with the general
support of affected property owners in
the area, following the Thomas Fire and
1/9 Debris Flow in 2018.
The nine-acre project received approval
by the Santa Barbara County Board of
Supervisors in August 2020 and a $13.5
million grant from FEMA in November
2020. Back then the County began talks

“Whoever wishes to become a philosopher must learn not to be frightened by absurdities.” – Bertrand Russell

An aerial view of the Randall Road Debris Basin
during construction. The Montgomery property is
the second property from East Valley Road; it will
soon be cleared of trees and built into the debris
basin project.

with the owners of seven properties on
Randall Road and one on East Valley
Road, and paid pre-debris flow market
value for all but one of the lots, which
were each about one acre in size. The
final lot at 630 Randall Road belongs to
Catherine Montgomery, who lost her husband Dr. Mark Montgomery and 22-yearold daughter, Caroline Montgomery, when
the home on the property was swept away
during the debris flow. Last month she was
ordered to release possession of the property
via eminent domain. “The judge decided it
was for the greater good of the community,” said Flood Control engineer Jon Frye.
Construction on the debris basin commenced last May despite continued litigation regarding the last property, including a court venue change to Ventura
County, requested by Montgomery.
According to Frye, the rest of the project
is finished, with the contractor, Vince
Lopez & Sons, demobilizing their staging
from the site in January. “Honestly for
the last year, we’ve been waiting for the
acquisition of the last site. We completed
all the authorized work in January,” Frye
told us. “If there was any constant with
the Randall Road project, it was change,”
he added, saying that the pandemic and
associated closures also played a role in
the project’s delay.
What hasn’t changed is the cost of
the project: the estimate of $15.5 to
$17.5M still holds, as the contractor
agreed to lock in the bid cost until the
final parcel was acquired. It’s expected
the final phase of the project will begin
late April, with completion at the end of
the summer. Currently, Flood Control
is looking into removing the remaining
trees on the Montgomery property, and
has been working with Montecito Trails
Foundation and County Parks & Rec
regarding the public trail to be built on
the perimeter of the basin.
While the County is being granted
pre-judgement possession this Saturday,
the judgement phase of the eminent
domain action is expected to take months
to iron out and includes determining
the compensation for the property. The
negotiations to that effect will remain
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Stressless® Wing
Signature Base

$

STRESSLESS WING RECLINERS.*
®

Don’t miss this great opportunity to get hundreds of dollars in
savings on one of our most popular recliner designs! Get $400 off
the Stressless® Wing recliner in all Paloma leather colors.*
PLUS, enjoy Special Savings on the Stressless Oslo, Stressless
Manhattan and Stressless Flora sofa collections in select leathers.*
The Stressless Wing recliner complements these sofas perfectly.
HURRY, LIMITED TIME ONLY!
See store for details.

*

Stressless® Flora

Stressless® Oslo

Stressless® Manhattan

• MICHAELKATE 132 SANTA BARBARA ST. / AMPLE FREE CUSTOMER PARKING / HOURS: TUES THRU SAT 10 TO 6 / (805) 963-1411 / MICHAELKATE.COM
MK 220317 HafPg MJ
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Kevin
Haeberle,
Leo
Bunnin,
Jeff Clark,
and Tara
Zanecki
(photo by
Priscilla)

Marty Allen Going Blue

Marty Allen
blasting off
into space
(photo and
cover image
by Blue
Origin )

by Richard Mineards

M

ontecito resident Marty Allen,
often described as an “angel
investor,” is going to Heaven!
The former CEO of Party America and
the California Closet Company is flying
on Amazon tycoon Jeff Bezos’s Blue
Origin’s upcoming NS-20 flight on
March 23 along with Saturday Night Live

star Pete Davidson, 28. The mission, the
fourth human flight in the New Shepard
program and the 20th in its history, will
blast off from the launch site in Van
Horn, West Texas.
Each astronaut, including husband and
wife duo Marc and Sharon Hagle, entrepreneur Jim Kitchen, and Dr. George
Nield, will carry a postcard to space on
behalf of the Blue Origin Foundation
Club for the Future, whose “Postcard
to Space” program gives students access
to space in Blue Origin’s reusable liquid
rockets. The club’s mission is to inspire
future generations to pursue careers in
STEM for the benefit of Earth.

Vettes in View

“Corvette Ed” and his 1963 Split window, factory
fuel injected Corvette (photo by Priscilla)
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It was certainly a vroom with a view
when 24 Corvette sports cars converged
on Montecito’s Village Filling Station
for a sunset soirée organized by Kevin
Haeberle, founder of the Community
Hot Rod Project, and Jeff Clark of
Montecito 969 Customs.
The handsome cars on show covered
eight design generations – from the first
Chevrolet model in 1953, when a limited

number of just 300 came off the production line, costing $3,498 – to the new
Corvette C8 priced at $85,000.
“There is currently an 18-month waiting list,” says Jeff. “The new one is the
fastest ever.” Next year, that will be
eclipsed with the C8 206 which will have
670 horsepower, the highest horsepower,
naturally aspirated, V8 engine in history. Among the enthusiasts checking out
the models were Leo Bunnin, owner of
Bunnin Chevrolet, KEYT-TV anchor
C.J. Ward, and the affiliate’s ubiquitous
reporter John Palminteri.

Crowning Achievement
Multi-Oscar nominee Will Smith
was in fine form when he received the
Outstanding Performer of the Year Award
with co-star Aunjanue Ellis for their
roles in the Warner Bros. movie King
Richard, about the father of international
racketeers Serena and Venus Williams,
at the Arlington as part of the Santa
Barbara International Film Festival.
Smith, 53, also a four-time Grammy
winner, not to mention a Golden Globe
and Screen Actors Guild recipient, lost
no time going down memory lane when
he made history as the first Grammy
winner for Best Rap Performance.
“It was a great coincidence that it was
the first year they actually had a rap
category,” reminisced Dolce & Gabbana
attired Smith, whose films have grossed
more than $9.3 billion at the global box
office. “I started rapping when I was 12
years old... I just loved it,” he told the

Hollywood Reporter’s Scott
Feinberg. “I loved the words and being
up in front of people. From the first
time I heard ‘Rapper’s Delight’ I knew I
wanted to do that.”
After their interview, King Richard
director Reinaldo Marcus Green presented the dynamic duo with the award.
“Working with these two was like sitting
in on a master class every day,” he gushed.
Previous recipients have included Adam
Driver, Sacha Baron Cohen, Rami
Malek, Margot Robbie, Ryan Gosling,
Steve Carell, Cate Blanchett, Colin
Firth, Viola Davis, Helen Mirren, Heath
Ledger, Kate Winslet, and Charlize
Theron. Quite the pantheon...

Miscellany Page 284
284

SBIFF Executive Director Roger Durling welcoming the excited audience to the American
Rivera Awards presentation (photo by Priscilla)

Proudly Representing the TOP 6% of more than
50,000 agents in the Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices California Properties global network

SBIFF Honorees
of the American
Riviera Award
Aunjanue Ellis
and Will Smith
presented by
Reinaldo Marcus
Green and looking on in the far
left is interviewer
Scott Feinberg
of the Hollywood
Reporter (photo
by Priscilla)

IRCL

Sina Omidi
Santa Barbara & Montecito Properties

Call Sina for a marketing consultation of your home.

805.689.7700

©2021 Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices California
Properties is a member of the franchise system of
BHH Affiliates LLC. DRE 01944430
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Unwind in Luxury

A blend of diverse materials combine in this lounge collection that is
simple, yet striking. Modern yet familiar. Luxurious yet practical.

7 PARKER WAY SANTA BARBARA

Sink into the plush cushions and relax.

805-966-1390 | haywards1890.com

sing!

dance!

act!

SHINE!

MUSICAL THEATER summer cAMPS!
June 13th-June 17th:

June 20th-June 24th:

July 25th-July 29th:

July 11th-July 15th:

August 1st-August 5th:

July 18th-July 22nd:

August 8th-August 12th:

Email Us At:
santabarbara@theadderleyschool.com
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NEWS & VIEWS
It’s the 2022 California Legislative
Session, and They’re Churning Out
More Housing Bills
by Sharon Byrne

H

ere they come! If you feel a little
confused about what the state
might be up to re housing, here’s
a handy primer:
1. California officials said the state
is 3.5 million units short of housing, a
statistic used relentlessly to drive Senate
Bills 9 and 10 last year, whose primary
mission was to end single-family residential zoning by allowing multiple units on
SFR lots. That 3.5 million came from a
deeply flawed and thoroughly discredited
2015 study.
2. Housing and Community
Development Department imposes housing needs quotas on municipalities –
the Regional Housing Needs Allowance.
Those quotas have driven a lot of market-rate housing, and very little affordable housing.
3. This year, the state revised its missing
housing number to 2.5 million. Probably
because the Biden Administration estimates the number of housing units needed in the entire US at 3.9 million.
4. Realtors, California Chamber of
Commerce, and California YIMBY (Yes
In My Backyard activists, well-funded by
tech companies) pressure legislators with
“build, baby, build!” They have been very
successful at asserting a narrative that
supply is the problem, and NIMBYs
(Not in My Backyard homeowners) and
cities block supply, conveniently ignoring
high numbers of vacant homes, vacation
rentals eating into housing supply, largescale investors buying up housing to turn
it into rentals, etc.
5. Justice Groups and Communities of
Color have demanded affordable housing, and rightly so. They contend that

unleashing the forces of speculation and
market-rate housing displace lower-income residents and hurt communities
of color. Local example: the little crop
of tiny blue homes on Haley, just east
of Garden. It’s about to become luxury
condos. What happens to those residents,
and that last bit of affordable housing?
With that context, here are some of the
2022 bills:
AB1961: Assemblymember Gabriel,
San Fernando Valley. Requires the state to
provide an online database of affordable
housing listings, information, and applications. It also requires the information be
integrated with local governments. Why
is it good? Affordable housing has been
mandated at times with housing projects
as inclusionary building. “You want to
build 80 units? Make eight affordable,” to
get past municipal planning. Affordable
units often aren’t tracked after production,
so they might fall off the affordable rolls,
but cities don’t know it.
Santa Barbara City Council discussed a
rental registry, and this could be very helpful. How do you know how much rental
housing you’ve actually got for people to
live in, versus how much has been profitized, i.e., turned into vacation rentals?
AB1991: Assemblymember Gabriel
– requires motels serving as temporary
shelters for individuals experiencing
homelessness, not evict them any differently than they would normal guests,
move them around without reason, etc.
In our Hands Across Montecito project,
and the city’s attempt at temporarily
housing people in the Rose Garden Inn,
we witnessed such treatment of some of
the folks we were trying to shelter.
AB1771 – California Housing Speculation
Act: Assemblymember Ward, San Diego.

It really should be the Anti-Housing
Speculation Act. Massive infusions of nonwage capital have driven housing prices
higher worldwide, and some governments,
like Barcelona, Canada, and Berlin, have
tried to lessen the impact of institutional investors on their housing markets.
California is now going to attempt to take
its place on that world stage. This bill levies a 25% surtax on the profit from the sale
of homes owned for less than three years.
The penalty is reduced over time each year
after the third year, to zero, by year seven.
There are exceptions for first-time homebuyers who trade up, military families, etc.
The rationale: most Californians own
their homes six years or more, so this doesn’t
affect them, but could help tamper the forces of speculation that have been running
rampant. When even Zillow is flipping
houses inside of a week, and families can’t
compete, something has to change.
AB1910 – Incentivize Conversion:
Accessible Open Space & Affordable
Housing; Assemblymember Garcia, Bell
Gardens. Allows municipalities to convert golf courses to affordable housing.
“Studies show low-income communities
and communities of color lack access to
open space and lack housing security,”
Garcia tweeted on her assemblymember
account. Wouldn’t paving over golf courses
to create housing, as nobly intentioned as
this is, remove open space? Garcia is now
running for a newly opened Congressional
seat, as a result of redistricting.
AB2053 – The California Social Housing
Act: Assemblymember Lee, San Jose.
He tried this last year, and it never
got out of committee. The Big Idea is to
create a California Housing Authority
to produce and preserve social housing
that is owned and run by a government or nonprofit. People with higher
incomes subsidize the housing for those
with lower incomes. It looks like they’re
trying to cob off the Vienna model,
where public housing is built on government land, dramatically reducing the
cost. Vienna’s government owns 220,000
units of social housing. This might not
be replicable in California without that
government-owned land piece. It might
be another “we’re making progress on
housing!” feel-good bill that just creates

a new government agency – but doesn’t
deliver anything.
Supervisor Hart, running for our newly
created Assembly District, has talked about
bringing back the state’s Redevelopment
Agency. That would help the cause of
affordable housing immensely.
Short-Term Vacation Rental Ordinance
Update: The county doesn’t have one,
as it was struck down by the Coastal
Commission in 2018. It – might – get
on the county’s work plan for this year.
The city of San Diego’s ordinance, however, just got approval. They placed a
1% cap on how much of their housing
stock could be financialized to short-term
rentals, and the Coastal Commission
okayed it. Caps provide a tool to better
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MONTECITO TIDE GUIDE
Day
Low
Hgt
Thurs, March 17 3:41 AM
1.0
Fri, March 18
4:17 AM
0.6
Sat, March 19
4:56 AM
0.3
Sun, March 20 5:40 AM
0.1
Mon, March 21
6:29 AM
0.0
Tues, March 22			
Weds, March 23			
Thurs, March 24			
Fri, March 25			
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High
9:45 AM
10:22 AM
11:01 AM
11:45 AM
12:36 PM
12:27 AM
1:10 AM
2:09 AM
3:36 AM

Hgt
5.4
5.3
4.9
4.4
3.8
5.3
5.2
5.0
4.8

Low
4:15 PM
4:40 PM
5:06 PM
5:32 PM
5:59 PM
7:29 AM
8:46 AM
10:23 AM
11:53 AM

Hgt
High
Hgt
Low
-0.5
10:32 PM
4.6		
-0.2
10:56 PM
4.9		
0.1
11:23 PM
5.1		
0.6
11:52 PM
5.3		
1.2				
0.1
1:42 PM
3.1
6:28 PM
0.2
3:28 PM
2.6
7:01 PM
0.1				
-0.2
7:31 PM
3.2
10:59 PM
“Our life is what our thoughts make it.” – Marcus Aurelius
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Montecito Journal Media Group, LLC
Montecito Journal is compiled, compounded,
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every Wednesday by an exacting agglomeration
of excitable (and often exemplary) expert
edifiers at 1206 Coast Village Circle, Suite G,
Montecito, CA 93108.

Hgt
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NEWS & VIEWS
regulate your housing market. Good for
San Diego! Hope we can do something
similar in our county, soon.
Contact your reps and let them know what you think:
Supervisor Das Williams (STR ordinance): dwilliams@countyofsb.org
Senator Monique Limón: sd19.senate.ca.gov/contact
Assemblymember Steve Bennett: a37.asmdc.org/contact

Upcoming Road Closures
After a water main break this Tuesday,
March 15, in the Bike Lane of North
Jameson Lane at Loureyro Road, there was
a lane closure set up at this location for
most of the day. Here are some of the other
road closures to be aware of:
Wednesday to Friday, March 16-18; 600 –
663 Lilac Drive
MSD will be installing sewer lines at the
intersection of East Valley Lane and Lilac
Drive between 7:30 am and 4 pm. A road

closure will be in effect between 600-663
Lilac Drive. Access available to residents via
Tollis Ave or Alisos Drive.
Thursday, March 17; Night Work: 746 –
1230 Toro Canyon Road
Southern California Edison, or their contractor, will be replacing existing power
poles between 746 and 1230 Toro Canyon
Road. A road closure will be in effect on
Thursday, March 17, between the hours
of 8 pm and 6 am the following morning.
Friday, March 18; 401 Cota Lane
Southern California Edison, or their contractor, will be replacing an existing power
pole at 401 Cota Lane. A road closure and
detour will be in effect on Friday, March
18, between the hours of 12 pm and 5 pm.
1010 Crestwood Place
Southern California Edison, or their contractor, will be replacing an existing power
pole at 1010 Crestwood Place. A road closure will be in effect on Friday, March 18,
between the hours of 7 am and 2 pm. 

Letters to the Editor
Reservoir Becomes Empty

O

n Thursday morning (March 10,
2022) the reservoir on upper Hot
Springs Road was empty so no
water was going to the estates below. This
was because the main pipe had been disconnected for days on end, and the hot
springs water that normally flowed into the
reservoir poured onto Hot Springs Trail.
Will the water company declare bankruptcy due to the high cost of vandalism
and Fish and Wildlife Department’s insistence on removing abandoned pipes? It’s
time for the win-win solution of purchasing
the water rights from the Montecito Creek
Water Company.
Hot Springs Canyon has great historic
importance. The Chumash used the hot
springs for centuries. A Native American
named Camacho lived halfway up Hot
Springs Canyon in the early 1800s – he
also enjoyed the springs. Then in the late
1850s Wilbur Curtiss was led to the springs
by an elderly Indian – Curtiss subsequently
purchased the land in order to establish
the first hot springs resort. Other resorts
followed. The 1964 Coyote Fire destroyed
the remaining buildings.
It’s surprising a historic monument
marker isn’t located by the ruins.
I spoke with a staff member from
Supervisor Das Williams’ office. It’s
clear the supervisor and other elected
officials representing our area appreciate
the historic importance of the canyon
and springs. Hopefully, historic preservation and restoration funds or other
funds can be acquired to purchase the
water rights. This may be feasible as the
most difficult hurdle was overcome in
2012, when the Land Trust for Santa
17 - 24 March 2022

Barbara County purchased the land for
public use.
Maybe the entire canyon can be declared
a monument. Hot Springs Trail could
become a self-guided historical/ecological
path with markers placed on the way.
Chumash ceremonies could be held by the
hot springs. There are many possibilities.
Bryan Rosen


Calling for
Other Opinions

As a believer that the best in life is
attained through “balance,” I wish the
Journal would have regular opinion
articles from more conservative writers
in addition to the conclusions reached
by for instance Rinaldo Brutoco, who
believes Trump an autocrat, without
offering any historical evidence of that
during Trump’s presidential years, and
that the unsubstantiated “planet is in
peril” during this “climate crisis.” Or
physicist Robert Bernstein advocating one world government without
referring to the historical corruptness
of powerful people on the top of anything, or his call for getting rid of
carbon dioxide emissions, without also
referring to the underpublicized reports
of many climate scientists on the UN
panel and elsewhere, who submit the
first 100 ppm of CO2 in the atmosphere account for 80% of their effect
as a greenhouse gas, and further emissions have a very rapidly diminishing
effect; etc. etc.
Respectfully,

Roger Colley 

Specializing in Fine Homes
• Concept to
Completion
• Exceptional
Home Design
• Board of
Architectural
Reviews
• All Phases of
Construction
Entitlement
• Custom quality
Construction
“Santa Barbara Design and Build was fabulous. Don and his
crew were the BEST from day one. He was honest, timely,
ﬂexible, artistic, patient and skilled. They understood my
vision and built my dream home”.
-Santa Barbara Resident

Don Gragg

805.453.0518
WWW.SANTABARBARADESIGNANDBUILD.COM

FREE CONSULTATION
Ca Lic # 887955
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Village (Continued from 6)
confidential. “That’s for the courts to
decide,” Frye said. Montgomery has said
previously that she hoped to preserve the
property for sentimental reasons, as a way
to remember her husband and daughter
who were killed.
The 1/9 Debris Flow on January 9,
2018 took the lives of 23 members of
the community, as well as damaged or
destroyed nearly 500 homes.

The Thunderbolts are
the Western States
Champions, featuring
students from Cold
Spring, MUS, and
OLMC

Local Soccer
Players Win Big
This past weekend, the Santa Barbara
Thunderbolts, the AYSO U12 girls’
soccer team, won the Western States
Championship. The team includes
fourth and fifth graders from Cold Spring
School, Montecito Union, and Our Lady
of Mount Carmel.
Seven months ago, 1,800 U12
girls’ soccer teams began their season
in California, Oregon, Washington,
Nevada, and Alaska. These teams represent 73% of all the AYSO teams in
the country. Of those 1,800 teams,
our local team won the championship,
the first-ever win for a U12 girls’ team
from Santa Barbara in the history of
AYSO. The championship completed an
undefeated season for the team, which
is coached by Mitch Thomas (head
coach), and assistant coaches Angela
D’Amour and Chris Orwig.

Groundwater
Awareness Week

Last week marked Groundwater
Awareness Week, according to the
National Ground Water Association,
and The Groundwater Foundation.
Groundwater Awareness Week was
established in 1999 to highlight the
responsible development, management,
and use of groundwater and to celebrate local groundwater efforts across
the country.
According to Montecito Water District,
groundwater is a critical component of
California’s water supply, accounting for
40% in a normal year and up to 60%
during dry conditions. Groundwater serves
as a resource for many different industries

and uses, including farms, urban and
rural communities, and ecosystems across
the state. The Montecito Groundwater
Basin supplies water for numerous public
and private wells. Locally, groundwater is
heavily relied on for local residential, commercial, and agricultural use, particularly
during drought.
To help ensure long-term sustainable groundwater conditions, the
Sustainable Groundwater Management
Act (SGMA) of 2014 set forth a statewide regulatory framework for improving the management of critical groundwater resources. SGMA requires the
formation of local groundwater sustainability agencies (GSAs) that are
now in place throughout the state to
develop and implement groundwater

sustainability plans (GSPs) to manage
groundwater pumping and recharge.
The Montecito Groundwater Basin
Groundwater Sustainability Agency
(Montecito GSA) was established in 2018
and is moving forward with preparation of the State’s required Groundwater
Sustainability Plan. Goals of the
Groundwater Sustainability Plan include
determining ways to avoid undesirable
results, such as seawater intrusion or depletion of groundwater supplies, that may
occur without proper stewardship of the
basin. The agency’s mission is to ensure
a reliable and sustainable groundwater
supply for the community through effective basin management pursuant to the
Sustainable Groundwater Management
Act, and public involvement is vital.  
To learn more about the Montecito GSA and the
importance of groundwater in this community, visit
montecitogsa.com.

Kelly Mahan Herrick,
also a licensed realtor with
Berkshire Hathaway Home
Services, has been editor at
large for the Journal since
2007, reporting on
news in Montecito
and beyond.

“My family has been working here 50 years, American
Riviera is helping us plan our success for the next 50.”
— ARTURO GONZALEZ, SR.

20

Matthew Limon
Twenty years of banking on the Central Coast

This is True Community Banking

Combining our expertise with yours to
find solutions for your unique needs.

Visit us at
AmericanRiviera.Bank
805.965.5942

Arturo Gonzalez, Sr., Founder & Owner, Progressive Environmental Industries, Inc.,
with Matthew Limon, AVP, Client Relationship Manager
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EL FUREIDIS
631 Parra Grande Lane
MONTECITO

O F F E R E D A T $ 3 9, 9 9 5 , 0 0 0
E L F U R E I D I S E S TAT E . C O M

R I S K I N PA RT N E R S E S TAT E G R O U P
805.565.8600
17 - 24 March 2022

team@ RiskinPartners.com

license #01954177
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Seen Around Town

Seeing Through Vincent’s Eyes
by Lynda Millner

Career Opportunity Awaits
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

Seeking a seasoned CFO to oversee all financial aspects of
our not-for-profit, stand-alone Retirement Community.
Experience at a not-for-profit, stand-alone business
very beneficial. Retirement community experience
not required but desired.

For further information and details on the position
please visit www.casadorinda.org/careers
Located on 48 acres in the heart of Montecito, Casa Dorinda is
considered California’s Premier Retirement Community due
to its historic beauty and its exceptional team of professionals
providing the highest level of care and service to its residents.

300 Hot Springs Rd. | Montecito, CA | 805.969.8625
Casa Dorinda is a private LifeCare community, type A CCRC, owned and operated by the Montecito Retirement Association, a nonsectarian, nonprofit,
tax-exempt organization. State of California Licenses RCFE #421700160, SNF #050000112, CCRC Certificate of Authority #126.

Mention this ad
and receive a 15% discount

(up to $500 value)
FULL SERVICE PLUMBING COMPANY
SPECIALIZING IN:
• ALL YOUR PLUMBING NEEDS
• TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY
• VIDEO PIPELINE INSPECTION
• 24 HOUR DRAIN CLEANING SERVICE

W

ow! The old 1912 post office
never looked better since its
$50 million makeover into one
of the finest art museums on the West
Coast. And what could be more exciting than a Vincent van Gogh exhibit,
Through Vincent’s Eyes: Van Gogh and His
Sources, with 20 of his works mounted
right here in our town. Among them
are over 60 artists’ paintings whom he
admired and that influenced him. There
are artists of the Barbizon school and the
Impressionists and Post-Impressionists
including Claude Monet and Paul
Gauguin. The show seeks to portray
both his indebtedness to – and radical
departure from – the art world of his day.
It’s amazing to realize Van Gogh only
painted for 10 years. But in that decade,
he created about 2,100 art works including around 860 oil paintings, most in
the last two or three years of his life. The
Van Gogh Self-Portrait with Pipe (1886)
was lent from the Van Gogh Museum in
Amsterdam. The Paris period foreshadows the manic creativity of his last three
years. Don and I visited the infirmary,
Auvers-sur-Oise, in France where Van
Gogh spent his last days and died July
29, 1890. It is believed he shot himself in
the chest with a revolver and died from
his injuries two days later. His work contributed to the foundations of modern art
and are among the world’s most expensive paintings to have ever sold – but it
all happened posthumously.
Van Gogh’s family was upper-middle
class. At one time he worked as an art
dealer, often traveling, with his brother Theo supporting him. While living
in Paris he met Gauguin. Vincent had
psychotic episodes, didn’t eat properly,
and drank heavily. Gauguin no longer
befriended him after Van Gogh severed
part of his own left ear. His acclaim came

Deputy Director and Chief Curator Eik Kahng at
SBMA

only after his death.
When I was in France, I never dreamed
we’d have some of his original paintings
right here in Santa Barbara. Many people
are responsible for the exhibit including
premier sponsors Leslie Ridley-Tree and
the Elaine F. Stepanek Foundation. The
show was curated by Eik Kahng, who
is deputy director and chief curator at
the Santa Barbara Museum of Art since
2009. Larry Feinberg has served as the
Robert and Mercedes Eichholz Director
since 2008.
Many events are happening at the Museum between
now and the show’s ending May 22, 2022. Besides
those there are multiple community partner events
all over town. For details be sure to check with the
Museum at 1130 State Street and sbma.net.

Lions and Tigers and
Kangaroos, Oh My!

If you visit the Zoo and blink your
eyes, you may think you’re “down under”
in Australia. Our Santa Barbara Zoo has
some new critters in the new Australian

Seen Page 404
404

Stewart’s

Robert and
Mercedes
Eichholz director
Larry Feinberg
with his wife
Starr at the Van
Gogh opening

DE-ROOTING & PLUMBING

(805) 965-8813
License #375514

“The Plumber with a conscience”
*May not be combined with other discounts
Payment must be made at time of service to receive discount
(Limit one coupon per customer)
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“You can discover more about a person in an hour of play than in a year of conversation.” – Plato
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T H E F I N E ST M O N T E C I TO & S A N TA B A R B A R A H O M E S

173 0 G L E N O A K S R D | M O N T E C I T O
Delight ful French Normandy st yle estate
3 b e d , 3 . 5 b a t h r e s i d e n c e o n a p p r o x . 1. 0 6 - a c r e
Serene grounds with pool, mature oaks and an expansive lawn
of fered at $4,995,000

C R I STA L C L A R K E
8 0 5. 8 8 6 .9378

•

Cristal@Montecito-Estate.com

•

w w w. M o n t e c i t o - E s t a t e . c o m

•

D R E # 0 0 96 8247

©2022 Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices California Properties (BHHSCP) is a member of the franchise system of BHH Affiliates LLC. BHH Affiliates LLC and BHHSCP do not guarantee accuracy of all data including measurements, conditions, and features of property. Information is obtained from various sources and will not be verified by broker or
MLS. Cristal ranked the #1 individual agent based on sales volume & units in the Santa Barbara MLS & the #1 individual agent worldwide for Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices based on production for 2020 and 2021. As of 12/31/2021.
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If you never go, you’ll never know.

Your Westmont

Observatory Opens with Eye to the Sky
The
Westmont
Observatory
reopens
March 18
(photo by
Brad Elliott)

Wheatcroft

FREE INSTALLATION
WITH RACK PURCHASE

by Scott Craig

T
Locally owned and operated for over 42 years
14 State Street | 962-0049 | Mon-Sat 10-6, Sun 10-5
mountainairsports.com

Let’s discuss your
real estate needs.

he Westmont Observatory opens
to the public Friday, March 18,
beginning at 7 pm and lasting several hours. Face coverings will be required
at the event. Due to the pandemic, this is
the first time in two years the observatory
has been open to the public.
Westmont hosts a free, public viewing on the third Friday of every month.
Along with the college’s powerful Keck
Telescope, members of the Santa Barbara
Astronomical Unit bring their telescopes
to share with the public. Free parking is
available near the Westmont Observatory,
which is between the baseball field and
the track and field-soccer complex.
In case of inclement weather, please call
the Telescope Viewing Hotline at (805)
565-6272 and check the observatory website www.westmont.edu/westmont-observa
tory to see if the viewing has been canceled.

Calling Area Artists
The Westmont Ridley-Tree Museum of
Art is accepting submissions through April
15 from local artists for its upcoming juried
exhibition, “Uncanny.” Westmont alumnus
Robin Eley (’01), a hyperrealist painter
raised in Australia, is the juror of this year’s
Tri-County exhibition, which is open May
19 to June 18. A free, public, opening
reception for the exhibition is Thursday,
May 19, from 4 – 6 pm at the museum.

Warriors March into
Round of 16

Westmont women’s basketball (27-4)
punched their ticket to the Round of
16 in the NAIA Women’s Basketball
National Championship in Sioux City,
Iowa, but it wasn’t easy. Down eight
points with less than five minutes left,
the Warriors staged an incredible 12-1
comeback to defeat Science and Arts of
Oklahoma 50-47.
“The key all night was defense,” said
Kirsten Moore, women’s basketball head
coach. “We struggled offensively and
needed to hold them. Our goal was to
keep them under 50 points, which is
crazy since they average almost 76 points
per game.”
The Warriors, a No. 1 seed, will match
up against Central Methodist (29-5) of
Missouri, a No. 4 seed, on Friday, March
18, at 11 am PDT in the Tyson Events
Center. The Warriors are hoping to defend
their NAIA National Championship live
on ESPN3, Tuesday, March 22, at 5 pm

PDT. 

Scott Craig is manager
of media relations at
Westmont College

More information is available at westmont.edu/
museum/juriedshow2022.

The Morehart Group
Paige Marshall
Mitch Morehart
Beverly Palmer
Susan Pate
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Westmont women’s basketball
celebrates winning
its NAIA National
Championship
Opening Round
(photo by Brad
Elliott)

805.452.7985
themorehartgroup.com
themorehartgroup@compass.com
DRE 02025980 | 00828316
01319565 | 01130349

“Science is organized knowledge. Wisdom is organized life.” – Will Durant
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Life at the Beach
3280 Beach Club Rd | $6,500,000

Beach Club Road Parcel | $6,500,000

Pending1
Rancho San Marcos | $12,000,000

800 Rincon Hill Rd | NEW PRICE! $4,950,000

Lot 2 Pending!
Rancho Monte Alegre
Lot 2: $1,750,000

Rancho Monte Alegre
Lot 1: $1,450,000

PERKINSGROUPRE.COM
The Perkins Group Real Estate | +1 805.265.0786 | team@perkinsgroupre.com | DRE: 01106512
©2022 Compass is a licensed real estate broker and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only. Information is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, changes in price, condition,
sale, or withdraw without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footages are approximate. Exact dimensions can be obtained by retaining the services of an architect or engineer. This is not intended to solicit property already listed.
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Celebrating History
Lockwood and Huguette
LET’S TWIST!

Strengthen your spine with rotation

Sage Mountain in the Santa Ynez Valley, possibly from the area of Paradise Camp, painted by Lockwood
de Forest (Courtesy of Kathleen and Ozzie da Ros collection and Santa Barbara Historical Museum)

A tower and mat workshop
5 Saturdays 9 - 10 a.m.
April 2 - 30
To register

(895) 565-7591 or SimpaticoPilates@verizon.net
1235 Coast Village Rd. Ste.I | 805-565-7591 | simpaticopilates.com

by Hattie Beresford

L

ockwood de Forest (Sr.) was already
considered one of the best-known
landscape painters in the United
States when he made his first appearance
in Santa Barbara in late 1902. Captivated
by the landscape, he painted over 100 oil
sketches of the countryside by February
1903. That month, 112 of them were
exhibited at Mrs. Tadd’s studio at 1006
State Street.
The reviewer praised the rich tones of
his color palette, his use of light, and the
surprise of seeing the same scene painted
at different times of the day. Regarding
a painting of the sea, he said, “With a
few strokes of the brush the artist has
managed to convey the idea of immense
distance, which makes one return for a
second look.”
De Forest would return year after year
to paint and in 1913 succumbed to
Santa Barbara’s charms and purchased
a homesite. He created plans for a large
home that included a studio and exhibition gallery. Drawn in the offices of
Windsor Soule, the plans included a

Bring your Chinese Art to Bonhams
Santa Barbara. We’ll sell it to the world.
Valuation Day
29 March: Chinese Art
To schedule a
complimentary valuation
with our specialist,
contact us by 25 March.

Contact Us
Hannah Thompson
+1 (323) 436 5585
hannah.thompson@bonhams.com
sell.bonhams.com

© 2022 Bonhams & Butterﬁelds Auctioneers Corp. All rights reserved. Bond No. 57BSBGL0808
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Life-size self-portrait by Huguette Clark (Courtesy
of Bellosguardo Foundation)

“There is only one good, knowledge, and one evil, ignorance.” – Socrates

large amount of East Indian ornamental
teakwood carvings from the business in
Ahmadabad, India, which he had created
years before when he helped establish
Associated Artists in New York.

Huguette’s work is amazingly
accomplished and her use of
color, especially on the Japanese
images, vivid and lively. Most
telling are two self-portraits which
reveal a confident and thoughtful
young woman. Both exhibits are
definitely not to be missed.
Ensconced in their new abode by 1915,
the De Forest family became woven into
the fabric of Santa Barbara society. De
Forest continued to live and work and
exhibit here for many years. Visitors to
his studio, which opened onto Laguna
Street, were invited to view his paintings
and admire a handsome swinging teak
seat suspended from four superb brass
chains, ornamented with elephant heads.
Today, his unique home at 1930 Santa
Barbara Street is marked by a plaque
commemorating its originator.
Currently, the Santa Barbara Historical
Museum is exhibiting a collection of De
Forest’s oil sketches and paintings, many
of familiar Santa Barbara landscapes. The
exhibit, Lockwood de Forest: Lighting the
Way, presents, in part, an exquisite collection of his work donated by the late
Kathleen and Oswald (Ozzie) da Ros, the
celebrated Santa Barbara stonemason.
A second exhibit, Huguette Marcelle
Clark: A Portrait of the Artist, graces the

Celebrating Page 414
414
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The SANTA BARBARA MUSEUM OF ART extends its
warmest appreciation to the following for their support
of Artful Affairs: Voilà Van Gogh, a celebration held in
honor of the past 80 years of exhibitions, education
programs, and community building.
Presenting Sponsor
Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree
Arles Sponsors
Sharon and David Bradford
Diane Pace Sullivan
Clay Tedeschi
Paris Sponsors
Susan Bowey
Judith Little
Junie Prewitt Jinkins and Eddie Jinkins
The Hague Sponsors
Dr. and Mrs. A.E. Amorteguy
Stanton Anderson
Jane and Ken Anderson
J. Robert Andrews and Margaret B. Wilkinson
Anonymous
Patricia Aoyama and Chris Kleveland
Marta Holsman Babson
Gwen and Henry Baker
Jill and John C. Bishop, Jr.
Andrew D. and Elizabeth J. Butcher
Zora and Les Charles
Marcia and John Mike Cohen
Lynn Cunningham Brown and Chris Brown
Joan Davidson
Melanie and Richard De Schutter
The Connie Frank Foundation
Martha Gabbert
Dorothy and John Gardner
Marc Normand Gelinas
Carol and Michael Linn
Luria/Budgor Family Foundation
Siri and Bob Marshall
Mimi Michaelis
Gretchen and Marshall Milligan
Rosemary and Nicholas Mutton
John and Ellen Pillsbury
Nancy B. Schlosser
Merrill Sherman
Martha and Tim Townsend
Sarah and Phillip Vedder
Susan and Bruce Worster
Event Underwriters
Michele Brustin
Robert Castle
Priscilla and Jason Gaines
Melinda Goodman-Kemp
Mavis and John Mayne
Betsey and John Moller
Fran Morrow
Diane Pace Sullivan
Carol Vernon and Robert Turbin
Sheila Wald
Kathy Weber
Isabel and Paul Wendt
17 - 24 March 2022

Honorary Committee
Marta Holsman Babson
Jill and John C. Bishop, Jr.
Zora and Les Charles
Audrey and Tim Fisher
Judith Little
Sara Miller McCune
Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree
Nancy Schlosser
Clay Tedeschi
Merryl and Charles Zegar
Event Committee
Diane Pace Sullivan, Chair
Lynn Cunningham Brown
Carol MacCorkle
Nicholas Mutton
Martha Townsend
Event Wine Partners
Champagne Bollinger
Folio Fine Wine Partners
Brewer-Clifton
Denner Vineyards
Melville Winery
Event Partners
Bright Event Rentals
duo Events
Hogue & Co.
Spark Creative Events
With additional thanks to
Music Academy of the West
SBMA Docent Council
Teagan Sullivan
Westmont College

Through Vincent’s Eyes:
Van Gogh and His Sources
on view through May 22, 2022
Visit sbma.net.

Voilà
Van
Gogh
Vincent van Gogh, Sheaves of Wheat (detail), July 1890. Oil on
canvas, Dallas Museum of Art, The Wendy and Emery Reves
Collection (1985.R.80 / F771)
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LOCAL PEOPLE

*Terms and Conditions Apply

Inspired

Senior Living
Mariposa
at Ellwood Shores

Independent & Assisted Living • Memory Care

Spring has Sprung

Live Your Way with Resort Style Senior Living!
Mariposa at Ellwood Shores is a warm, inviting senior living
community designed for your comfort and care. Whatever your
lifestyle, you’re sure to find just what you’re looking for with a
host of amenities and activities designed for you.

Call today to schedule your tour! 805.618.1957
*Move in or deposit by 03/31 for this special offer.

www.goletaseniorliving.com

190 Viajero Avenue, Goleta, CA 93117
RCFE #425802106

Harry and Erik
Van Wingerden
by Carly Williams

N

estled in the foothills of the beautifully green Carpinteria Valley, just
five miles south of Santa Barbara,
sits a family owned and operated fresh cut
flower farm, Myriad Flowers.
Lush, exotic, vivid in color, and fascinating in their most pure and natural state, the
Van Wingerdens specialize in local blooms
of roses, tulips, lilies, sunflowers, and more.
Harry and Erik Van Wingerden are the
father and son pair behind the bountiful
harvest Myriad Flowers brings in every
week at the Montecito Farmers Market.
The Van Wingerdens come from four
generations of farmers, with their agricultural lineage starting in the Netherlands.
Harry came to America in the ‘60s, bringing the besotted Dutch agricultural practices that pride themselves on their tulips with
him to California.

The colorful varieties
of a plethora of flowers are
enchanting, not to mention the
heavenly aroma. The delicate
rose petals range from fiery red
to the palest pink of a tutu.
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Myriad roses and flowers can be found at
every farmers market in the county, changing with the seasons. Spring has sprung
here in Southern California with the local
hillsides exploding with blazing tulips and
irises nodding in the breeze.
Myriad Flowers reflect the seasons. Tulips
and irises are a spring garden favorite, said
Erik Van Wingerden. There is something
special about spring flowers; they are shyly
bold, bringing happiness among the winter drab. Erik Van Wingerden said the
tulips will continue to grow in your vases,
continuing to open bigger each morning,
reaching towards the sun.
Erik Van Wingerden eagerly looks forward to the farmers markets each week.
“The farmers market for me is my fun time
to get out with the public and meet with
everybody,” said Van Wingerden. “In the
26 years that I have been doing farmers
markets, there may have been two times we
missed a market.”
Myriad’s locally grown flowers are cut
just days before, sometimes even the same
“That man is wisest who, like Socrates, realizes that his wisdom is worthless.” – Plato

Erik Van Wingerden bundles up bouquets of
roses, sunflowers, tulips, and spray roses at the
Montecito Farmers Market

day, as they arrive in the customer’s hand,
said Van Wingerden. As well as extended
shelf life, fresh flowers tend to have brighter,
more vibrant colors with stronger scents. “If
it is coming directly from the farm, it is not
going through all the chains of distribution
which saves weeks on the flower’s life,” said
Van Wingerden.
Plants consume thousands of gallons of
water daily, but Myriad Flowers with its
expertise practices sustainability. “Our roses
are grown hydroponically in a closed loop
system,” said Erik Van Wingerden, “where
we collect the water the plants don’t use,
store it, sterilize it, and reuse it. This is the
most efficient irrigation.”
The colorful varieties of a plethora of flowers are enchanting, not to mention the heavenly aroma. The delicate rose petals range
from fiery red to the palest pink of a tutu.
These flowers can make any garden
pop, complete a dinner table, be given
to a loved one, and even show support
during hard times. “With what is going
on in Ukraine, I am selling a lot more
sunflowers at the moment because sunflowers are the national flower of Ukraine
and people want to share their support,”
said Erik Van Wingerden.
The Van Wingerdens’ high technology
combined with generations of knowledge
brings beautiful varieties of lavish purple,
yellow, red and pink bouquets that can
brighten any day and light up any room. 

Carly Williams will soon
graduate at UCSB in
political science and
professional writing.
Originally from Dallas,
TX, she moved to SB 4
years ago with a passion
for good food.
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imagine how much your home is worth!
February Montecito Sales Recap
February 2019 | Total Sales: 10 | Average Sales Price: $4,506,550
February 2020 | Total Sales: 18 | Average Sales Price: $2,757,278
February 2021 | Total Sales: 29 | Average Sales Price: $4,928,397
February 2022 | Total Sales: 27 | Average Sales Price: $5,718,807
* Information is believed to be accurate but not guaranteed.

‘

around the neighborhood
Contact us for more of the inside scoop.

701 Linden Avenue
Offered at $8,950,000

2692 Sycamore Canyon Road

1790 Glen Oaks Drive

Offered at $16,850,000

Offered at $1,695,000

N ancy Kogevinas | 805.450.6233 | Mont ecitoProper ties.com | DRE: 01209514
@2022 Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices California Properties is a member of the franchise system of BHH Affiliates LLC.
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IDEAS CORNER:

On Money, Politics and other Trivial Matters

Perspectives

Berlin Redux
Take Back the Initiative

Clever Carbon, Repurposing
CO2 for Green Future

by Rinaldo S. Brutoco

W

e must do more! What more can we do? These twin phrases have become a refrain
throughout western civilization. We are profoundly aware that Russia is committing war crimes in Ukraine on a genocidal scale. We are tormented by a
desire to do something “more” but uncertain what that could be. Or how “something more”
could be safely effectuated without triggering nuclear war. Every time Vladimir Putin
ratchets up the level of confrontation, every time he goes past his last atrocities to ever
worse ones, we ask ourselves how we can retaliate, while fearing that our response might
provoke him into using chemical, biological, or tactical nuclear weapons. We’re left in a
constantly reactive mode. Worse yet, we are letting him determine which acts are an “act
of war” and which aren’t. Where does he get that power?
Putin is clearly losing the Ukrainian war. He launched a World War II style Panzer
division attack on Ukraine in what he believed would be a repeat of the Polish Blitzkrieg
(“lightning strike”) of September 1939, when a coordinated attack from air and fast-moving armored units rolled over Poland in just over a month. What went wrong?
Putin massively miscalculated on four things: 1) the effectiveness and invincibility of
his army; 2) that Ukrainians would throw down their weapons and greet the Russians as
“older brothers” from the “Mother Country”; 3) that he could drive a wedge between the
most Russian gas dependent members of the European Community and their neighbors,
while simultaneously increasing the rift within NATO that Trump started; and 4) that his
economy could be put into complete free fall by a coordinated set of sanctions.
Clearly his army is underperforming due to logistical mismanagement, food supply failures, and dismally low morale. The Ukrainians have put up an extraordinary, even historic
defense of their homeland. The European Community has acted with a single voice and
just last week authorized a 400 percent increase in the purchase of hydrogen gas over the
next seven years to specifically offset Russian gas imports. Meanwhile NATO has never
been more unified. And the Russian ruble has lost 45 percent of its value while Putin’s
$650 billion foreign currency reserve war chest has been totally frozen.
The common person in Russia is beginning to feel what it’s like to be cut off from the
international economy. Their country has become a global pariah. Can you imagine a
world where every McDonald’s, Starbucks, IKEA, KFC, Pizza Hut, H&M, and Nike
closed shop the same day? That will attract the attention of the average Russian. So will
the fact that Unilever stopped selling its soap brands, and that at once, all major credit
cards became next to worthless, with the only cards still functioning being those issued by
Russian banks against Russian banks, which will automatically expire in one year or less
since none will be renewed after that. The civilian population is already hurting, and about
to suffer to a far greater degree. They will not support Putin’s war for very long, making
him vulnerable on his domestic front.There’s also the possibility that he won’t be able to
pay or re-supply his mercenaries and soldiers. Since Putin doesn’t understand anything
about economics, he hasn’t yet realized that he won’t be able to finance his war for very
long without having a lot of cash coming in to fund it. Russia’s economy will be free falling
at 15 – 25 percent this year, with worse to come as the war drags on. That means, as the
Ukrainians continue to hold him militarily at bay, Putin will have to retreat to save his own
skin before his army totally bogs down and begins to desert, and/or the home front revolts
over the increasing number of body bags returning Russian conscripts.
So, what more can we do in the West to stop the current carnage in Ukraine? We must
supply the civilian population centers. Given enough time, the Ukrainian army will systematically take the Russian offensive apart with anti-tank Javelins, surface-to-air Stingers,
and drones. The Ukrainians need more time to finish Russia off and get them out of their
country. The problem is that the Russians are battering the civilians, and leveling towns
and cities like Mariupol, Kharkiv, and Chernihiv while maintaining a starvation siege on
many more. Soon, this may also be the story of an encircled Kyiv, with only two weeks of
food supplies left. What more can we do to get food, water, and medicine to these besieged
civilian populations? To start with, we could stop worrying about whether Putin would
see a particular action as an “act of war” and put the shoe on the other foot. Let’s turn the
tables on Putin. Let’s do what we think is right to stop these war crimes against civilians by
repeating a tactic we’ve successfully used before with the Russians, and let Putin decide if
he wants to commit an act of war against the U.S. and our allies. Let’s let him worry about
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Ancient microbe converts CO2 into food

M

any plant-based meats and dairy substitutes use pea protein isolates as their
primary protein source. This often involves a complex process altering the
protein to improve taste. Vienna-based Arkeon Biotechnologies may have
figured out how to bypass that complicated purifying process with the help of an
ancient microbe. Rather than using sugars from plants, Arkeon’s fermentation process
uses Archaea, a microorganism that turns CO2 into components for a carbon-negative
protein. Arkeon researchers discovered that one strain of Archaea had the ability to spew
out all 20 of the essential amino acids that make up the protein we need in our diets.
According to the scientists, the resulting protein could then be used in alternative protein products like plant-based meat or dairy. The amino acids that make up the protein
can also be combined in various ways to create different ingredients and flavors. As such,
the company says that the process could add more flavors to the alt-protein market.
Since it doesn’t require any sugars, the fermentation process also eliminates the
environmental impacts of crop production. Basically, it bypasses agriculture. The
process is less expensive, and since the microbe fuels fermentation with CO2, the
resulting ingredients are carbon negative. Arkeon will now field test its fermentation
process at a pilot facility, producing ingredients on a larger scale. Part of this initiative is to work with breweries, using the CO2 captured during the brewing process.

This startup turns CO2 into jet fuel and plastics
The Bay Area-based startup Twelve aims to slash global energy emissions by turning
CO2 into jet fuel and plastics. How will they do it? Twelve has developed technology
at Stanford University that can convert carbon dioxide pollution into ingredients for
products like jet fuel and any plastic products currently made from petroleum. Their
carbon-transformation process uses a metal catalyst and renewable energy to break
CO2 and water molecules into tiny atomic bits. These bits are then re-formed into
new manufacturing chemicals.
So far, Twelve has already partnered with the Air Force to make jet fuel from
CO2 and has demonstrated to Daimler and Procter & Gamble that it can recreate
ingredients required to manufacture car parts. The startup has already raised $57
million last summer that will be used to scale their process at an industrial level. 
what we would consider an “act of war.” Let’s stop reacting to him and take the initiative. It’s
time for the modern-day equivalent of the Berlin Airlift.
Starting on June 24, 1948, the Soviet Union totally encircled the Allied controlled sections of West Berlin in East Germany by imposing a blockade of all supplies into that part
of the city. With their blockade of all roads, canals and railways, the Russians cut some 2.5
million civilians in the three western sectors of Berlin off from access to electricity, as well
as food, heating coal, and other crucial supplies. The Russian goal was to starve Berlin into
submission and capture it. They failed.
Over the next 11 months, British and U.S. air forces delivered more than 2.3 million
tons of food, fuel, and supplies using over 278,000 airdrops. Those supplies were flown
in on unarmed military transports. The Russians were informed that they would be flying
unarmed, and that they were delivering humanitarian disaster relief. The Russians were
told that we would consider their shooting one down an “act of war.” The Russians didn’t fire
at a single aircraft in 1948-49, and eventually abandoned their blockade. They won’t fire
on our humanitarian missions today for the same reasons.
Putin may want to bluster, but the truth is he doesn’t want us to declare an “act of war,” or
he would have invaded a NATO country. Let’s stand up for universal humanitarian principles
and airlift supplies to besieged Ukrainians’ cities. Let’s Take the Initiative Back. 
Rinaldo S. Brutoco, an entrepreneur, is the founding president and CEO of the Santa Barbara-based World
Business Academy and a co-founder of JUST Capital

“Don’t wait until you have no more suffering before allowing yourself to be happy.” – Thich Nhat Hanh
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Brilliant Thoughts
Come to Your Senses
by Ashleigh Brilliant

Y

ou have probably heard the story
about “The Princess and the
Pea,” which was made famous in
our culture by Hans Christian Andersen
(but is, like most fairy tales, traceable
far back to other times and places). The
essence of the tale is that a girl who has
claimed to be a Princess is subjected to
the ultimate test by being given a bed
consisting of a pile of mattresses, under
all of which (unknown to her) has been
placed a single pea. In the morning, she
complains of having had a bad night.
Something hard and uncomfortable has
disturbed her sleep.
Of course, it was the pea, and this
high degree of sensitivity proves that
she must indeed be a Princess. The
moral is that there is something very
special about royalty, which differentiates those who are endowed with
it from ordinary people. That distinguishing quality has to do with extreme
awareness and perception – and it is also
something which makes such extraordinary people very precious and deserving
of the utmost care and respect.
It seems that people at that superior
level of society are something every
culture needs to have, in some form.
In countries like the United States,
which have never had a Royal Family,
the Presidency assumes some aspects
of that role, the chief difference being
that it is not hereditary – although even
there, we have had “dynastic” families,
like the Adams, the Roosevelts, and the
Bushes. But, apart from politics, the
aura of celebrity in such areas as sports,
entertainment, and business, imparts
a glamor which in some cases seems
to rival or even exceed that of genuine
royalty.
One difference may be that celebrities give autographs, while royals generally refuse to. (There is a story about
a young nephew of Queen Victoria
who wrote to her asking her for some
money. She wrote back, refusing – and
he then sold her letter for more than
he’d requested.)
But as far as sensitivity goes, there is,
of course, nothing particularly human,
let alone royal, about it. It is well
known, for instance, that your dog’s
sense of smell is somewhere between
10,000 and 100,000 times more acute
than yours. As for sight, an ordinary
housefly has evolved a visual apparatus
quite astounding in its complexity and
capability. We puny members of homo
sapiens trail far behind many of our
fellow creatures in the performance of
our senses.
Nevertheless, many of us are particularly sensitive to certain common
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phenomena. Unfortunately, this sometimes tends to become more noticeable
in negative than in positive respects.
I myself, for example, have for most
of my life, been inconveniently aware
of sounds which don’t bother other
people, but which to me are simply
NOISE. This became a critical issue in
my life over the question of so-called
“leaf-blowers,” which in my community of Santa Barbara, could still be legally used, when I moved here in 1973.
I still encounter people in town who
congratulate me on having led the successful movement, decades ago, which
finally got those machines banned.
Then there are people with highly
developed senses of taste and smell –
in certain circumstances making their
lives miserable (as when one might
happen to live near a sewage plant) –
but in others, providing employment
and respect, e.g. as professional “tasters” of wines or teas.
In our time, however, the very term
“sensitivity” has come to be fraught
with significance scarcely dreamed of a
few generations ago. In particular, we
are cautioned to beware of hurting the
feelings of others, who themselves, may
now – because of this new trend – have
become more sensitive. Such feelings
may relate to various characteristics,
such as their looks, speech, ethnicity,
or sexual orientation. The consequences of being insensitive can range from
being reprimanded to being shot.
One aspect of this changing outlook
is that the old standby of Humor – to
ease troubled relationships – is itself
now on the inspection table, and sometimes on the chopping-block. Even
professional comics can no longer be
perfectly sure whether or when they’re
on safe ground. It used to depend on
the audience, but of course there is
now no way of knowing how large
that audience might be, or how many
sensitive but influential souls may be
among them.
Indeed, whole courses are now offered
– and sometimes required – to enable us
to avoid treading on each other’s toes.
Or, putting it another way –
Be careful what pea you put under

whose bed! 

Ashleigh Brilliant born
England 1933, came to
California in 1955, to Santa
Barbara in 1973, to the
Montecito Journal in 2016.
Best-known for his illustrated
epigrams, called “Pot-Shots,”
now a series of 10,000.
email: ashleigh@west.
net. web: www.ash
leighbrilliant.com.

Dear Montecito
Admissions Abroad
by Stella Haffner

T

To the best of your knowledge, what
does an American student have to do to
apply to college?
I don’t know what you actually have to
do, but I’ve been watching high school
students receiving their admissions
letter on YouTube, and it’s extremely
entertaining. When they talk about the
process, it sounds like they have to do
a lot of different things. They write a
lot of essays, sometimes about why they
want to attend the university, like one
of our routes in Denmark. But sometimes the essays seem to be about topics
that aren’t related to going to university
at all. And they also seem to take a
lot of tests. There’s a lot of talk about
statistics. I guess they also have to get
recommendations from their teachers.
It sounds pretty exhausting.

he air smells like printer ink
and young people around
the country are biting their
nails. It’s that time of the year again:
Admissions Season.
If there’s one thing I have learned
from studying abroad, it’s that
Americans truly have some cultural
quirks. One of those cute little oddities is the way we handle college
admissions. With a native familiarity
of American college admissions, it
may not be obvious to us why people
from other countries find our application process to be so confounding. So,
as a point of contrast, I thought we
could explore the ways in which the
American college admissions game, a
process as much fortune as strategy, is
understood from a foreign eye. Here
Is it true that you don’t have teacher
to answer some questions is Danish recommendations in Denmark?
person and thorough Americanophile,
Yeah, that isn’t a thing.
Kaja Andersen.
Now of course I have to ask about the
Q. You were born and raised in money. How much is tuition in Denmark?
Denmark. Growing up, what was your
If you are a Danish or EU resident
first exposure to the USA?
it is free, and you also get a monthly
A. The Disney Channel, actually. stipend of 5,300 krone.
We had it on cable at home. I believed
for a very long time that all American
Do you have application fees?
high schools had massive posters of
Again, for Danish residents and EU
their sports teams like they did in High residents there isn’t a fee.
School Musical.
Final question: Is there anything about
Do you remember having an image of American college admissions that you
what college in America looked like?
would like to have in Denmark?
As opposed to American high
The bravado and drama! Danish college
school, American university was not admissions are so boring in comparison –
really represented in the media I was you simply log in to the system, fill out
exposed to as a child. I was vaguely your personal details, and pick your top
aware of the existence of sororities, five programs from the list. Furthermore,
and I knew university was a big deal all the universities are considered equally
and that American students had to good in Denmark. In the U.S., where
do a lot to get in. Some of my expo- you end up going to university seems
sure to American university actually to matter a lot more, so the emotional
came through Danish news, which involvement is at a whole other level.
had a period where it reported a Watching YouTube videos of students
lot on the rape scandals. I had a from the U.S. receiving their admissions
view of American university that was letters – the pathos is incredible. And the
extremely social, competitive, and admissions letters are so much cooler too.
dangerous.
We just receive an email, while American

get confetti animation and videos. 
How do you apply to university in
Denmark?
There are two options for undergraduates, and you may do either. You From the shores of Scotland,
can upload your high school transcript Stella Haffner keeps
and be done; you will be admitted as her connection to her
long as your grades are high enough. home in Montecito by
If your grades aren’t great, you can bringing grads of local
apply the other route, writing a let- schools to the pages of
ter of motivation. As a postgraduate, the Montecito Journal
however, you don’t usually apply. If
you pass your undergraduate degree,
you progress automatically.
Montecito JOURNAL
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Redwings Horse Sanctuary
Geronimo and
Stryder (photo by
Marissa Todd)

Mustangs from Montana that were rehabilitated at Redwings (photo by Marissa Todd)

by Steven Libowitz

B

ack in 2006, the year before horse
slaughter in the U.S. ceased for
good, the last three such stateside
slaughterhouse facilities killed more than
100,000 horses for human consumption,
shipping the meat overseas. Even with
those facilities shuttered, approximately
75,000 American horses are still shipped
to their deaths in foreign slaughterhouses
every year, although the total number of
unwanted horses is far larger.
Sara Ruggerone, the Equine Care
Manager at Redwings Horse Sanctuary
in the rolling hills of Paso Robles, knows
that at best she can only save a tiny fraction of them even with the sanctuary’s
140-acre spread. Operating on the front
line of one of America’s most heartbreaking but little-known tragedies, Ruggerone
focuses on rescuing a few of the ones she
hears about in California, those suffering
the most from neglect or abuse – and
her heart soars when she’s able to share a

success story like William’s.
The beautiful horse came to Redwings
via Tulare Animal Services, which had
received a report that the animal was
tied on a 30-foot chain in the middle
of a field in scorching 100-degree heat
with no food or water. When a passerby
reported this situation to Tulare Animal
Services, the investigating officer was
stunned to find William completely emaciated having used up all his body fat and
muscle just to stay alive. He was covered
in fungus, his hair was falling out in huge
clumps, his hooves were in terrible condition, and he had a weak heart.
Although Ruggerone receives as many
as 30 requests to rescue someone’s horses
in a typical week, even when the sanctuary is at capacity, there was no choice but
to take William in and see if Redwings
could restore his health.
“The service department immediately
seized him for neglect, but they’re not set
up for long-term care or rehabilitation of
horses,” Ruggerone explained, “and even
for us it was a challenging process. The

New Price | 320 E. Mountain Drive | $4,549,000
Joe McCorkell

805.455.7019
Joe@JoeMcCorkell.com
JoeMcCorkell.com

© 2022 Sotheby’s International Realty. All Rights Reserved. Sotheby’s International Realty® is a registered trademark and used with permission. Each
Sotheby’s International Realty ofﬁce is independently owned and operated, except those operated by Sotheby’s International Realty, Inc. All offerings
are subject to errors, omissions, changes including price or withdrawal without notice. Equal Housing Opportunity. | Joe McCorkell DRE: 02051326
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re-feeding process on a starved horse is
very critical because you can actually kill
them if it isn’t done correctly.”
William was put on a very strict diet
where he was fed small quantities of food
every couple hours, and nursed back
to health by the Redwings team, with
Ruggerone crediting the horse’s own willpower for his rapid improvement.
“When we got him in, he had no
energy to do anything. There was really
no spark in his eye, he looked dull and
listless, and everything that he did was
exhausting to him because he had no
reserves,” she said. “But he had a very
strong will to live. He went all the way
up to a Body Score 5, which is considered
ideal, in just six weeks – and the transformation of his personality was even more
amazing. In less than a month and a half
he was galloping and frolicking through
his pastures to the point where sometimes he was even hard for us to catch
because he was having such a good time,
just kicking up his heels and loving life.”
Redwings Horse Sanctuary is a permanent sanctuary for more than 70
rescued horses or various breeds, sizes,
and ages, and also annually accommodates about 15-20 that are rehabilitated and then adopted out to carefully
screened new owners. The nonprofit
also serves to educate people about
the widespread problem of horse abuse
through tours and outreach programs
that have expanded since its 2020 move
from Monterey County to its new Paso
Robles facility.
“Unless you’re in the horse community or the horse industry, you probably
don’t realize all the different reasons
why a horse ends up in a bad situation,”
Ruggerone said. “Abuse is actually a relatively small part. It’s a lot more about
neglect, which is usually unintentional,
because people may not understand what
it means to take care of a horse appropriately. Or their situation changes and
they can no longer care for them. But
a horse isn’t so easy to adopt out like a
dog, and they usually live 10 or 15 years
longer than their ‘useful years,’ although
we don’t like that term.”
Their new location, near a population
center, should help expand Redwings’
sphere of influence, explained Linelle
Soxman, Redwings development officer

“History is Philosophy teaching by examples.” – Thucydides

and the secretary of its board of directors.
“Our goal is to create partnerships
with school districts, internships with
Cal Poly, just really reach out and be an
education and destination center as part
of the community,” she said. “Now that
we’re settled in, that is definitely something that we are working towards.”
Redwings welcomes tours that are
booked in advance, and has already hosted Girl Scout troops, a preschool class,
and even people from long-term care
facilities, Soxman said.
“It was quite a moving experience to
see people with dementia interacting
with these horses, and watching how the
horses seem to have a sense of who they’re
with and behaving very gently. We’ve
talked about doing some more formal
horse therapy in the future. We have a lot
of big plans.”
Soxman states Redwings’ rescue program is largely funded through public
donations. People can “sponsor” a horse
for as little as $50, make donations to pay
for hay, farrier visits, and dental work, or
contribute thousands or more toward the
capital campaign, and give in any number of other ways.
But, she said, benefactors willing to
offer sizable and sustaining gifts would
be necessary to bring such ideas as a horse
therapy program or even a collaboration
with the Paso Parks and Rec department
into fruition.
In the meantime, there are more horses
like William who need Redwings’ loving
care, even if there are thousands more out
there that Ruggerone can’t reach.
“We know we can’t rescue the entire
world of neglected and abused horses,
but we change the entire world for that
one horse that we do take in,” she said.
“We just focus on making a huge difference in each individual animal’s life, and
hope that if everyone shares that mission to save these horses, then together,
eventually we make a difference for that

larger number.”
Redwings Horse Sanctuary
6875 Union Road, Paso Robles
Sara Ruggerone, Equine Care Manager
redwingshorsesanctuary.org
(805) 237-3751
Linelle Soxman, Development Officer/Board Secretary
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Nothing compares.
MONTECITO

NEW LISTING | MONTECITO

NEW LISTING | CARPINTERIA

Premiere Ocean View Estate

Monte Arroyo Estate

Romantic Country Manor

10BD | 10BA/2PBA | $33,000,000

5BD | 6BA/2PBA | $15,995,000

7BD | 7BA/1PBA | $8,450,000

1640EastMountain.com

465HotSpringsRoad.com

6818ShepardMesa.com

F R A N K A B A T E M A R C O 805.450.7477

M A U R E E N M C D E R M U T 805.570.5545

J A S O N S I E M E N S 805.455.1165

MONTECITO

MONTECITO

RIVIERA

Beautiful Montecito Home

Villa Del Cielo

Riviera 1/8th Co-Ownership Home

4BD | 3BA/1PBA | $4,549,000

3BD | 3BA | $3,499,000

4BD | 4BA/1PBA | $1,085,000

320Mountain.com

1903VillaDelCielo.com

RivieraContemporary.com

J O E M C C O R K E L L 805.455.7019

S A N D Y S T A H L 805.689.1602
J A K E L O N G S T R E T H 805.705.4120

T Y L E R M E A R C E 805.450.3336

NEW LISTING | EL CIELITO / LAS CANOAS

Contemporary Farmhouse Estate on 1+/- Acre

2504FoothillLane.com

R O B E R T H E C K E S 805.637.0047

3BD | 2BA/1PBA | $2,795,000
SANTA BARBARA REGION BROKERAGES | SANTA BARBARA | MONTECITO | SANTA YNEZ VALLEY

© 2021 Sotheby’s International Realty. All Rights Reserved. The Sotheby’s International Realty trademark is licensed and used with permission. Each Sotheby’s International Realty office is
independently owned and operated, except those operated by Sotheby’s International Realty, Inc. The Sotheby’s International Realty network fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and
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Editorial (Continued from 5)
Gwyn Lurie (GL): This award has an esteemed
list of past honorees. Why Montecito?
General Honoré (GH): Because if you can’t
make it happen here, you won’t make it anywhere.
You got a combination of people with skills, talent, and resources. After watching what happened
at Katrina, we could do better. And the tagline
we used was creating a culture of preparedness.
So, whether it was predictable things like hurricanes or things that evolved like fire, you either
have minutes, hours, or days. But then you got
scenarios like earthquakes, because you don’t get
that warning. It’s just a snap. But even with no
notice, there are things we should be doing; and
California has done a lot of them.
How do you build your homes? How do you
build your roads so they can sustain? There’s
always been a history of earthquakes, but we
didn’t have what, 40 million people in this
state... At home, we used to have earthquake
and wildfires. Things are different now. So how
The award itself is a small replica of the
do we adapt? How do we create that culture of
Statue of Freedom (photo by Harry Rabin) preparedness?
GL: How do we? It’s very hard to get people to focus on this when it’s not a crisis. How
do you get people to talk about resiliency and take it seriously in the quiet moments?
GH: Well, it’s a function of us on the space we live. And people can talk until they’re
blue in the face of action, and unless you get hit by an earthquake or unless you get
something like the campfire, or something else that consumes your whole community
or the fires that happened here. And it’s not just people in our community, it is government. The government don’t have money to spend on preparedness.
GL: So in a community like Montecito, we created The Project for Resilient
Communities, but Montecito has more dry powder than many other communities. How
do communities that don’t have these resources institute important, large public works and
resiliency projects?
GH: Because you’ve already had an ‘aha moment,’ scared the hell out of people.
Unless you have an aha moment, this is theoretical. It happens to other people. You’ve
had an aha moment, you’ve acted, and you see the goodness that comes from that,
from everything, from the debris flow to the resilience, and looking at codes and
things that we do to evacuate – you’ve done all that.
But... for every dollar you spend on preparedness, you save nine. And I was giving
that speech in Washington, D.C. to a bunch of the inter-agency people, the three letter agencies up there at Georgetown. And the professor asked me, he said, “General,
where’d you get that number from?” I said, “You might be the first person that ever
challenged me on that number.” He said, “Where’d you get it from?” I said, “I made
it up.” And for about two years, I was making money, going giving this speech all over
the country. Nobody challenged that number. So he said, “I think you’re full of s**t.”
I said, “Okay, go do your study.” The Red Cross said for every dollar you spend, you
save six, I said nine. That professor called me back about a year later, he said, “You low
balled it.” He said, “I think it’s actually 12. For every dollar you spend on preparedness, you hit $12 on response.”
GL: How did he come up with that number?
GH: Well, he and his graduate students, they went in and they looked at a couple
storms, a couple fires. So in the storm what happens? People in the South got the
trees on granddad’s plantation that nobody wants to cut down. So the tree falls on
the house, destroys the house, might even kill or hurt somebody. Then the tree takes

CA$H ON THE SPOT
CLASSIC CARS
RV’S • CARS
SUV • TRUCKS
MOTORHOMES We come to you!
702-210-7725
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the grid out, because it’s tall enough, it not only takes the service line, it takes the
distribution line out. As a result of that, the local Walmart that didn’t have a generator, lost all their food. Now you just keep going down the road here, and because
they built it – that elevation didn’t build above last flood, had we cut that tree down
the grid probably would’ve stayed up. Based on the last flood, if we had elevated the
home, the store wouldn’t have flooded. One of the most awesome pictures I saw in
New Orleans, right near the New Orleans Airport after Katrina, and I was meeting
the mayor there for a prep meeting. President was coming and we went to this hotel.
We were going to meet there.
So, we pulled in the garage. I was standing outside having a cigar with myself... and
I looked at this building, and it’s a place where people go buy televisions and computers. The first floor of this building was the store... and the parking lot was on the top.
I said, “What an ingenious use of the land?” The guy didn’t have enough property, so
he just put his parking lot on top... he planned to optimize the space, not taking into
consideration that this place floods. I said, “If the dumbass had the parking lot on
the bottom and the store on the top, he never would’ve closed.” And what do people
need after a disaster? Televisions, computers. The garage was fine. All the bottom of
that store had a full foot of water in it. So, all that stuff... It’s just a rhythm to it, of
going from the half full to the half empty glass. We recognize it, but until you’ve had
an aha moment... and they rebuilt that store, guess what? They did not flip it... the
garage is still on top.
GL: Still on top?
GH: Still on top. Because they wanted to hurry up and open. I mean he who opens
first, is going to sell all the stuff he can get his hand on, you see? So they went for
speed as opposed to resilience. On the other hand, after Katrina, President Bush and
Speaker Pelosi went after building a levee system in New Orleans; they put a $14 billion levee system. And last year we had an equal size storm, and the city didn’t flood.
So we know resiliency works.
GL: You’ve said that the future we fear is here. Why do you think that people have such
a hard time getting their heads around doing what we have to do to save ourselves?
GH: Yeah. Well, if you look at it in context... We got multiple wars going on. You
are responding to a drought-fire cycle. The biggest war we’ve got going on now is a
climate war. And that scientists have stated that much of the things that are happening with the climate, the phases of droughts, the repetitive frequency of wildfires, the
strength and persistence of storms coming out of the Gulf... The super cell rains that
are coming off the Northern mile of range and go through the Midwest and flood it,
is a function of warming sea levels, melting of the ice caps that’s raising the water and
temperature in the Gulf that meet, and the amount of water we’re getting off the El
Niños and Del Niños and all of them, it’s causing the weather to change; it’s getting
hotter annually for more consistent days and it’s climate change, but it’s happening.
And it’s coming at a time that the world is going from seven to ten billion people. The
USDA and UEN have said, we’ve got to raise 30% more food.
And we’ve got to do it on less arable land. Land that is being lost because of drought
or coastal land that’s being flooded because of rising sea level. We’re looking at the
coast of Louisiana losing two feet, having a two feet elevation by 2050... And that
was put out by the government. So to come back to your question, while over time
it looked like it’s happening slowly, we’re like the frog you put in cold water and turn
the water on because it’s happening gradually. So the future we feared is here. As Pope
Francis said, we are burning up the planet. I mean, we’re burning it up because of
the amount of greenhouse gas and the proliferation of methane that’s being produced
as a result of more L&G production... and it is accelerating what we had previously
thought because we hadn’t been producing that much L&G for export.
So we got climate change and we got a pandemic. The future we feared is here. In that
book I talk about, I went and testified before the House and the Senate. And said... “I
worry about a pandemic because this is going to be a lot worse than a storm that was

concentrated on the coast.” I said that in 2005. 
To read the full interview and hear Honoré’s thoughts on the environment, Ukraine, and more,
visit montecitojournal.net.
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TPRC Wins National Award
for Ring Net Project
But Work to Shield Montecito from
Future Disaster Has Only Begun

Lt. General Russel L. Honoré presented the 2022 National Service Award to Pat McElroy and TPRC
(photo by Harry Rabin)

by Jerry Roberts

I

n a bittersweet ceremony, Montecito’s The Project for Resilient Communities
(TPRC) on Sunday received a prestigious national award for the private-public
project that installed protective ring nets in canyons where deadly torrents
surged down in the 1/9 disaster.
Three leaders of the Virginia-based ReadyCommunities Partnership, which
spotlights and supports efforts across the nation demonstrating “resiliency through
innovation” in the face of local calamities, traveled here to bestow the award to
12 leaders of the Montecito group. TPRC was borne of the tragic and staggering
debris flow of January 9, 2018, which claimed 23 lives, destroyed hundreds of
homes, and caused $1 billion in damage.
Formally presenting the award was retired Lt. General Russel L. Honoré, an iconic
figure among first responders, who commanded relief efforts in New Orleans following Hurricane Katrina and, more recently, led an investigation into the performance
of the U.S. Capitol police during last year’s insurrection in Washington.
“You all have set an example for the nation, for the state, and for the region,”
said General Honoré, speaking to about 40 guests gathered under an azure sky on
the terrace of the home of Ginger Salazar and Brett Matthews. “You had an ‘Aha
moment’ that changed your lives – and you did something about it,” he added.
For leaders of the local 501(c)3 nonprofit, the event was less a culmination of
their volunteer labors in the years since the 2018 catastrophe, than a pivot to a far
more ambitious strategy. With a new research study in hand, the group now seeks
a collaboration with county government – to develop and implement a “master
plan,” offering protection from life-threatening flood waters, brimming with
huge boulders and tons of other debris, that have coursed down the Santa Ynez
Mountains for centuries.
Reflecting that long-range perspective, Gen. Honoré in his remarks not only
praised the work to date of the Montecito partnership – but also pointed to the
future, cautioning that events like 1/9 are part of a “new normal,” as the ravages of
climate change worsen, inflicting more destructive and more unpredictable disasters on communities and countries around the globe. “The new normal is about
adaptation,” he said. “The future we feared is already here.”
Another speaker at Sunday’s event was Dr. Rosalie J. Wyatt, National Director
of the ReadyCommunities organization. She expressed the heartache, just below
the surface of the low-key celebration, as she fought back tears in speaking of the
23 victims of the disaster, and led the audience in a moment of silence to honor
them. “You had a vision for saving future lives,” she said to those receiving the
award. “Leaders at the local level are the ones who see a need and fill it.”
The award itself is a small replica of the Statue of Freedom, which tops the
Capitol, made of marble taken during a construction project from the steps of the
historic building that houses Congress. Accepting the award on behalf of the group
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Robert’s Big Questions
Sacrifice for a Better Future?
by Robert Bernstein

W

ith Putin’s attack on Ukraine,
many of us wrote to President
Biden to ask him to cut off
Russian oil imports, even if it meant a rise
in prices and/or rationing. In my message
I called on him to speak to the American
people to sacrifice for a greater good. I talked of how my parents grew up with gasoline
rationing during WWII. I was pleased to
see that he did exactly what I suggested.
When is sacrifice justified? In many religions, sacrifice is seen as a positive end in
itself. Animals and even people are killed
as an offering to a sky god in the belief
this will make that god do something
nice in return. Perhaps in an afterlife.
Buddhists talk of non-attachment and call
for reducing ownership of material things.
Some Christians think if you are suffering
it brings you closer to their god.
None of this makes sense to a secular
Humanist like me. But I still believe in the
value of sacrifice for real world progress.
In 1973 and 1979 we had the first shocks
that sent oil prices soaring. Both were due
to Middle East suppliers cutting supplies
for political and economic reasons. But this
also led many of us to realize that oil is a
finite resource that needs to be replaced.
Geologist M. King Hubbert predicted
“U.S. peak oil” would occur between
1965 – 1971 in a 1956 paper. The date
is squishy because extraction technology
has changed. Fracking gave a temporary
reprieve to U.S. oil. But Hubbert’s basic
facts still hold. Oil is running out in the
foreseeable future.
In 1981, I first started talking about
Global Warming. It was clear that the
Fossil Fuel Age needed to end even before
oil was gone.
Every time this realization hits, we are
faced with the prospect of rising prices
of fossil fuels. Instead of leveling with the
public, our elected officials pander and
assure us that they will keep gas prices low.
Presidents of both parties have released
Strategic Petroleum Reserve oil to lower
prices during times of rising prices.
I recently posted a graphic, “When You
Drive a Car You Drive with Putin.” Based
on a book by Bill Maher, When You Ride
Alone You Ride with Bin Laden. Based
on a WWII poster, “When You Ride
Alone You Ride with Hitler.” I got hit
with attacks that I was saying this from
a position of “privilege.” That people
need more time to transition to sustainable transportation. Really? Fifty years of
warning shots and you need more time?
When I was graduating college in 1980
the U.S. was poised to kill abroad to
keep oil flowing. I refused to own a car
for many years. When I did finally buy
a fuel-efficient car, I reserved it for trips
that could not easily be made another

way. Was this a “privileged” position?
Even if you think you need to drive a
vehicle for every single trip, does it really
have to be a gas-guzzling behemoth? In
recent decades, sales of these piggy vehicles have exceeded sales of traditional cars.
How will we ever build a good system
of high-speed public transit and safe bike
network if everyone keeps driving? And
how will behavior ever change if we keep
demanding our elected officials pander to
keeping driving artificially cheap? Driving
is heavily subsidized in the U.S. Far more
than public transit. When will it ever be the
correct time for motorists to pay their way?
How will we ever invest in sustainable
energy if fossil fuel prices continue to be
artificially low due to subsidies?
Progress occurs because we are willing
to sacrifice in the short term to invest
in a better future. Democracy can only
function if we are willing to elect leaders
who have the vision to see a better future
and honestly lay out the temporary sacrifices needed to get there.
In my ideal world, people would educate themselves and call for such change
from the bottom up.
I am reminded of the empty “thoughts
and prayers” offered after each mass shooting in the U.S. Progress happens when we
demand real change. Real change means
giving up something we are used to. If we
do this in the right way, it doesn’t have to
feel like sacrifice. It will feel like we are
gaining something in the long run as we

invest in a brighter future. 

Robert Bernstein holds
degrees from Physics
departments of MIT and
UCSB. Passion to understand
the Big Questions of
life, the universe and
to be a good citizen
of the planet.
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State Street Ballet excels (photo by David Bazemore)

Sleeping Beauty Awakes

A celebration to bring seeds & people together

Seeds to sow, Seeds to grow, Seeds to harvest
Seeds to save and share next year.
Activities for all ages, kids welcome
Special Speakers throughout the day
A gathering of garden friends old and new.

2022 SEASON
103rd CONCERT SEASON
Presenting the world’s finest classical artists since 1919

MASTERSERIES AT THE LOBERO THEATRE
SEASON SPONSOR:

ESPERIA FOUNDATION

FRIDAY, MARCH 18, 2022, 7:30PM

BENJAMIN
GROSVENOR

, piano

“His solo recitals recall
an earlier generation of
wizards of the piano.”
PROGRAM:
Franck:
R. Schumann:
Albéniz:
Ravel:

It was almost two years to the day
when State Street Ballet had planned
to debut its hugely entertaining version
of Tchaikovsky’s Sleeping Beauty, but
COVID intervened and the event at the
Granada Theatre was cancelled.
But it was clearly worth the wait when
the talented dancers, under the direction
of artistic directors Rodney Gustafson
and William Soleau, with colorful and
creative costume designs from Nicole
Thompson, not to mention a mightily impressive and ingeniously designed
16-foot-long dragon from Christina
McCarthy, gave a magnificent performance.
Accompanied by music from
the Opera San Luis Obispo Grand
Orchestra, under conductor Brian
Asher Alhadeff, the dancers, including Deise Mendonca, Aaron Smyth,
Nathaniel Tyson, Arianna Hartanov,
Emily McKinney, and the ever-entertaining Sergei Domrachev, rose to the
occasion.
One of the more moving moments
came at the very end when Zhan Mishel
Panchuk, who studied at the Kyiv State
Ballet School and gave a purr-fect performance as Puss in Boots, came on
stage draped in the blue and yellow flag
of his native Ukraine, raising it high
above his shoulders and kissing it.

His gesture was met with much cheering and support from the audience. His
mother and sister have been trapped in
the city since the Russian invasion. An
extraordinary moment in an extraordinary show...

Jookin’ on the Rise
Just 48 hours later, at the same venue,
it was an extraordinary performance
of a very different sort when Memphis
Jookin’: The Show featuring Lil Buck
kicked off UCSB Arts & Lectures’ first
dance performance in two years, given
the pandemic. Jookin’, which derived in
Memphis, Tennessee, as a sort of rivalry
between freestyle-based dancers, seems
to defy gravity, much like the late singer
Michael Jackson did when he was moonwalking.
Buck, real name Charles Riley, has
appeared in innumerable commercials
for Karl Lagerfeld, Chanel, Gap, and he
has even designed a capsule collection for
Versace. In 2015 he collaborated alongside ballet legend Mikhail Baryshnikov
in a campaign for Rag & Bone’s fall-winter campaign. The 90-minute hiphop show, directed by Amy “Catfox”
Campion, with ingenious use of video
camera and film, made us all glad the
Buck stopped here...
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—Financial Times

Prelude, Chorale et Fugue FWV 21
Fantasie in C Major Op.17
Iberia, Book 1
Jeux d’eau & La valse

British pianist Benjamin Grosvenor (b.1992) has been described as
“the best pianist to come out of England in the last 50 years.” His
virtuosic command, distinctive sound and the remarkable depth of his
music making are reminiscent of legendary pianists that are long gone
such as Rachmaninoff, Schnabel, Rubinstein, and Serkin. The upcoming
Masterseries recital marks his Santa Barbara debut!
Sponsors: Bitsy & Denny Bacon and The Becton Family Foundation
Alison & Jan Bowlus
Concert Partner: Raye Haskell Melville

Tickets at the Lobero Theatre Box Office
(805) 963-0761 ⫽ lobero.org
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Memphis Jookin’ mesmerizes (photo by David Bazemore)
“It is the power of the mind to be unconquerable.” – Seneca
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Home is our
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3630 San Remo Dr | Santa Barbara | 4BD/4BA
DRE 01005773 | Offered at $2,950,000
Gregg Leach 805.886.9000

1032 Diamond Crest Ct | Santa Barbara | 3BD/3BA
DRE 01348655 | Offered at $2,495,000
Andy Katsev 805.896.2010

631 Parra Grande Ln | Montecito | 7BD/12BA
DRE 01447045 | Offered at $39,995,000
Riskin Partners Estate Group 805.565.8600

888 Lilac Dr | Montecito | 6BD/8BA
DRE 01447045 | Offered at $33,500,000
Riskin Partners Estate Group 805.565.8600

Padaro Ln | Carpinteria | 5BD/6BA
DRE 01397913 | Offered at $29,500,000
Emily Kellenberger 805.252.2773

4160 La Ladera Rd | Santa Barbara | 6BD/8BA
DRE 01447045 | Offered at $18,995,000
Riskin Partners Estate Group 805.565.8600

1220 Franklin Ranch Rd | Goleta | 3BD/5BA
DRE 01463617 | Offered at $12,500,000
Knight Real Estate Group 805.895.4406

1833 Fletcher Way | Santa Ynez | 5BD/6BA
DRE 00753349 | Offered at $12,250,000
Carey Kendall 805.689.6262

4815 Sandyland Rd Unit A | Carpinteria | 4BD/4BA
DRE 01391451 | Offered at $4,200,000
Lynn Z Gates 805.705.4942

2137 Miramar Dr | Orange County | 4BD/4BA
DRE 01384768 | Offered at $3,999,000
Farideh Farinpour 805.708.3617

2353 Henning Dr | Los Olivos | 3BD/2BA
DRE 01806890/01788156 | Offered at $1,875,000
Doré & O'Neill Real Estate Team 805.947.0608

4672 Verdugo Pl | Santa Barbara | 4BD/3BA
DRE 01431553/01246808 | Offered at $1,850,000
Kolendrianos/Haggerty 805.681.8800

4011 Primavera Rd | Santa Barbara | 4BD/4BA
DRE 01790838 | Offered at $1,650,000
Michelle Bischoff 805.570.4361

359 Zink Ave | Santa Barbara | 4BD/2BA
DRE 01766267 | Offered at $1,095,000
Cara Gamberdella 805.680.3826

270 Rosario Park | Santa Barbara | 2BD/2BA
DRE 01401533 | Offered at $899,000
Thomas Johansen 805.886.1857

872 Highland Dr 7 | Santa Barbara | 1BD/1BA
DRE 01939922 | Offered at $675,000
Hutch Axilrod 805.637.6378

00 Vista Oceano Ln | Summerland | 11.30 ± Acres
DRE 01447045 | Offered at $11,950,000
Riskin Partners Estate Group 805.565.8600

525 Hot Springs Rd | Montecito | 2.01 ± Acres
DRE 01447045 | Offered at $5,750,000
Riskin Partners Estate Group 805.565.8600

LOCALLY OWN ED | G LO BALLY C O N N ECT ED
WE REAC H A GLO BAL AU D I E N CE T H ROUG H OU R EXC LUSIVE AFFILIAT ES
LEARN M O RE AT VILLAG ES IT E .C O M
All information provided is deemed reliable, but has not been verified and we do not guarantee it. We recommend that buyers make their own inquiries.
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WEEKLY WELLNESS
Body Wise

of the ways we might be experiencing residual
stress in our body today as we emerge from the
pandemic?
A: Right now, many people are having
trouble getting a good night’s sleep because
they’re ruminating on what’s going on or
just the stress of it all. People are also reporting gastrointestinal problems, headaches,
anxiety, depression, and fear. We could say
these are part of life, but they’ve become
more chronic. Unfortunately, once stress
and trauma become embedded in the nervous system, it just doesn’t go away.

A Time to Heal
by Ann Brode

T

he events of the past five years
have left an impression on the
geography and flow of our community. They have also left an imprint on
your personal life. This can show up as an
undercurrent of anxiety, heightened sensitivity to criticism, and intolerance for the
slightest inconvenience. Even right now,
there may be unnecessary tension in your
stomach or shoulders. All of this could
be carryover from recent history. Ideally,
your survival physiology would gear up
in response to threatening circumstances
and geared down once you’re in the clear.
Unfortunately, that’s not how it works.
When you sense a threat, your brain sends
a signal to go on high alert. But, this isn’t a
simple stimuli-response because when your
brain responds to a current situation, it’s also
remembering similar threats, recorded and
stored from the very beginning – maybe
through generations. For instance, perhaps
something upsetting or painful occurred
when you were a kid. Your kid brain fired
off a message to hunker down and tighten
up. Then, the next time you felt threatened,
you did the same. Reinforced by repetition,
the hunker down, tighten up pathway gets
hardwired in your circuitry. Knowing this,
it’s easy to see that slowing down and relaxing might be more involved than chilling
out in your favorite armchair.
Fight-flight-freeze facilitates survival
when you really need it. But, it’s counterproductive if your physiology gets worked

Marty Wuttke and Dr. Stella Wuttke

up to confront the wolf (mudslide or
pandemic) at the door and doesn’t let go.
When this happens, cognitive bodywork,
emotional catharsis, and yoga can help.
But, to change the pattern, you’ll need to
go to the source: the brain.
“Things that fire together, wire together.” –
Neuropsychologist Donald Hebb
In recent years, combining science and
technology we’ve been able to map the
brain, identify what’s overworking, and
design specific computer programs to reorient the “wired together” pathways. This is
called neurofeedback. Following the principle of neural plasticity, neurofeedback
uses visual imagery and playing games to
reorganize the structure, function, and connections in the brain. This isn’t something
your cognitive mind does, it’s something
your brain does all on its own. I recently sat
with Marty Wuttke, one of the pioneers of
this map-to-program therapy, to ask how
this works.
Q: Marty, you were here helping us recover
after the fires and mudslides. What are some

Why is that?
Well, it’s tied to a built-in protection
response designed to help us adapt to
emergencies. But, as stress continues, our
adaptation becomes maladaptive and starts
to break the system down. Ultimately, we
become even more hypervigilant, arousing
our alert mechanisms in response to even
minor disruptions. This only compounds
the situation and makes it worse. A lot of
what we do with neurofeedback is to help
the body turn off the over-vigilant fightflight-freeze response.
I can relate to what you’re describing. It feels
as if I’ve been on high alert for so long that it’s
hard to relax and hard to focus.
We have to remember that ongoing
stress wears the body down – especially the
adrenals. In addition, every problem that
was dormant tends to come to the surface.
When this happens, it’s not unusual to feel
what we call cognitive decline. The good
news is, once we start getting the nervous
system to regenerate, all those problems
begin to go away.
Tell us more about how this works.
We begin by mapping the brain using
non-invasive, quantitative EEG with

sophisticate software. Once areas of imbalance are identified, we evaluate what’s going
on and design a specific training program
to help the brain lower its arousal mechanisms. After several retraining sessions, the
brain starts to normalize. That’s when you’ll
begin to see some relief.
I know I’ve benefitted from this excellent
work and so appreciate your commitment to
the well-being of our community. In conclusion, I wonder if you might share a bit of your
personal mission.
I want to help people be aware of their
internal resources, through neurofeedback and meditation… to find a degree of
peace and quiet and, dare I say, spirituality.
Because that’s what’s ultimately going to
come in once everything else quiets down.
Hopefully, when each person finds peace,
it will generate out to the macrocosm and
bring peace to the world. This has always
been my mission and, as time goes on, it

becomes more crucial. 
Marty Wuttke is an internationally recognized pioneer
in the field of neurotherapy with 40+ years experience,
a published author, and renowned representative of
Kriya Yoga meditation. Dr. Stella Wuttke is a psychologist and post-doctoral neuroscientist specializing in
Neurofeedback and Sound-Vibration Therapy.
The Wuttkes’ Infinite Potential Institute offers an
integrative and personalized approach using stateof-the-art healing technologies. They also offer a
Tuesday Night Meditation for the public with instruction for newcomers. Located at 212 Cottage Grove
Avenue, downtown Santa Barbara. For information
and inquiries (805) 568-4192 or visit WuttkeIPI.com.
Ann Todhunter Brode writes about living consciously in the body. She is the author of the book, A
Guide to Body Wisdom. Visit bodywisdomforlife.com
for more information.
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LUNCH: Tues-Sat 11:30AM-2PM | DINNER: Tues-Sun from 5PM
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Transfer your prescriptions today and discover our excellent, personalized customer service.

Prescriptions • Compounding
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We are committed to maximizing your successful health outcomes by providing
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“Even the finest sword plunged into salt water will eventually rust.” – Sun Tzu
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Wednesday, April 6
5:00–7:30 PM | Lobero Theatre
vna.health/phorum2022

Michele Neff Hernandez
2021 Top 10 CNN Hero and creator of
the world’s largest inclusive network
of widowed people
Janet Hranicky, MD, PhD
Pioneer in psychoneuroimmunology
focusing on the role of the mind in
quality of life and death
Mariela Marin, MA, MFT
Psychotherapist and professor
specializing in multicultural wellness
at Community Counseling &
Education Center and at Antioch
University

Join us as we explore grief from a mental, physical,
emotional, cultural, and spiritual perspective. Learn
about the range of grief and its impact on our
wellbeing, ways to promote health through the grief
journey, and tools to support grieving individuals.
There will be an exhibit area with mental wellness
resources from community providers.
Registration required. Space is limited. vna.health/phorum2022
GENERAL $20 donation requested
VIP $100/person
(includes: reception and preferred seating)
LIVE STREAM $10 donation requested
In-Person Participation

William Peters, MEd, MFT
Psychotherapist and founder of the
Shared Crossing Project and leader
in the field of shared death studies
Jerry Roberts
MODERATOR

Prize-winning journalist with 50 years
experience in the news business

17 -Montecito_journal.indd
24 March 2022
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• Proof of vaccination or negative COVID test within
48 hours
• Mask requirements and seat spacing to be determined
closer to the event
1.5 CE Hours Available for RN/LVN

Provider, Visiting Nurse & Hospice Care Santa Barbara DBA
VNA Health, approved by the California Board of Registered
Nurses, Provider #CEP5310 for 1.5 contact hours.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Calendar of Events

TUESDAY, MARCH 22

by Steven Libowitz
FRIDAY, MARCH 18
Pandemic-Postponed Pianist Performs – British pianist Benjamin Grosvenor
was already in Santa Barbara readying his CAMA Masterseries debut when
California’s COVID-19 precautions caused cancellation of his concert in March
2020. Grosvenor, a former prodigy who at 11 won the Keyboard Final of the
2004 BBC Young Musician Competition and went on to a series of impressive
recitals before turning 18, has since developed a high-profile international career counting concerto work with the London Symphony Orchestra, Orchestre
National de France, Boston Symphony, and New York Philharmonic, among
many others while performing recitals in smaller halls around the world.
Tonight, less than a week past the two-year anniversary of his postponed
CAMA concert at the Lobero, Grosvenor grapples with a Euro-centric program
featuring works by Franck, Schumann, Albeniz, and Ravel.
WHEN: 7:30 pm
WHERE: Lobero Theatre, 33 E. Canon Perdido St.
COST: $38 & $48
INFO: (805) 963-0761 or lobero.com

SATURDAY, MARCH 19
Symphony’s Soul-Shaking ‘Sonic Boom’ – When
Cameron Carpenter
performs with the Santa
Barbara Symphony this
weekend, it won’t be the
first time the superstar
organist – blessed with
technical prowess and a
flamboyant persona – has
played at the Granada.
Carpenter thrilled local
audiences when he performed an explosive program on his International
Touring Organ back in 2016, and returned under the aegis of UCSB Arts &
Lectures once again, sporting his monumental self-designed electric instrument to the venue two years later. What will be making its debut is the
Rodgers Infinity 3 manual organ, the latest digital device meant to invoke
the enormity of a massive pipe organ – via an expanded data set combined
with enormous processing power and polyphony. Carpenter will sit at a
console and manipulate controls that signal to the computer to turn on and
off notes that use sampling data from actual pipe recordings. Those sounds
are translated into an audio stream that travels through amplifiers and is
broadcasted through a tower of 28 speakers, which will be located at the
back of the Granada stage. The sound system has been custom designed to
resonate up and over the heads of the orchestra musicians and out into the
auditorium. It’s all in service of allowing the Juilliard-trained Carpenter to
pave his inventive way on a program featuring Bach’s “Prelude and Fugue
in E-flat major” (“St Anne”) for solo organ, Poulenc’s “Concerto for Organ,
Timpani, and Strings in G minor,” and Saint-Saëns’ “Symphony No. 3 in C
minor” (“Organ Symphony”). The “Sonic Boom” program – which the audience will no doubt feel as well as hear – is presented in collaboration with
the Through Vincent’s Eyes: Van Gogh and His Sources exhibition at the
Santa Barbara Museum of Art with the connection coming from the SaintSaens’ piece dating back to Paris when the artist lived in the City of Light.
WHEN: 7:30 pm tonight, 3 pm tomorrow
WHERE: Granada Theatre, 1214 State Street
COST: $31-$156
INFO: (805) 899-2222 or granadasb.org
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Arod, not A-Rod – Presenting the Paris-based Arod
Quartet as the next ancillary
event of the Santa Barbara
Museum of Art’s Through
Vincent’s Eyes: Van Gogh and
His Sources exhibition makes
a lot of sense, as the City of
Light is where the painter
produced some of his most
famous work. But the Arod
Quartet has quite a few achievements on its own, especially as a quartet
whose members are all still only in their twenties. The Arod Quartet has
already dazzled chamber-music lovers in concerts at such prestigious
venues as the Auditorium of the Louvre in Paris and the Verbier Festival
in Switzerland after skyrocketing to international attention when they
won the coveted First Prize of the 2016 ARD International Music Competition in Munich to follow up securing the First Prize at the Carl Nielsen
Chamber Music Competition in Copenhagen. In April 2019 the Quartet
undertook its American debut tour, which featured its inaugural Carnegie
Hall performance – one of the only European chamber ensembles ever
to make its Carnegie Hall debut on its first trip to the United States. The
Arod Quartet’s Santa Barbara debut program includes Mozart’s “String
Quartet No. 19 in C Major, K 465” (“Dissonance”), Bartók’s “String Quartet
No. 1 in A minor, No. 1,” and Ravel’s “String Quartet in F Major.”
WHEN: 7:30 pm
WHERE: Mary Craig Auditorium at the Santa Barbara Museum of Art,
1130 State Street (entrance in the rear)
COST: $25 general, $20 museum members
INFO: (805) 963-4364 or sbma.net

SATURDAY, MARCH 19
Elis Coming – Just two months ago, Baker’s Dozen, one of some 16 a cappella
singing groups at Yale University, the Ivy League school known for theater
and music as much as the liberal arts and its Supreme Court-feeder law
school, played their first California concerts since COVID-19 arrived, including
an evening of four-part harmonies at SOhO. Now, Whim ‘n Rhythm, one of its
female counterparts at the Ivy League school, is also coming to town while
stepping up in style to launch its first Spring Break tour at the Music Academy of the West’s Lehmann Hall. The cleverly named 41-year-old ensemble,
which unlike Baker’s Dozen, actually has 13 members and is entirely composed of the most exceptional women singers in their senior undergraduate
year, also tackles an expanded catalog, but from the perspective of SSAA
singers featuring two distinct soprano sections and two alto sections. Whim
‘n Rhythm’s diverse, female-focused repertoire ranges from upbeat jazz
standards to contemporary pop hits to traditional folk ballads with a current
program that may include versions of Bonnie Raitt’s “I Can’t Make You Love
Me,” Dolly Parton’s “Jolene,” The Roches’ “Hammond Song,” Florence + the
Machine’s “Dog Days are Over,” and Cyndi Lauper’s “Time After Time.” The
Yale Club of Santa Barbara hosts the event.
WHEN: 5 – 7 pm
WHERE: Lehmann Hall, 1070 Fairway Road
COST: $25 general, children & students under 18 free, with a suggested donation
INFO: eventbrite.com/e/whim-n-rhythm-tickets-278187445137
Jamming with Joss & Jim – Joss Jaffe, the Montecito-raised multi-instrumentalist known for his often-reggaefied take on ambient music, has partnered with Jim “Kimo” West, the Canadian guitarist with his own eclectic
approach that boasts 40 years working as lead guitarist with “Weird Al”
Yankovic’s pop parodies alongside more than a dozen solo slack-key guitar
albums. Their album Aum Akua won’t be officially released until May, but
the duo has put together a pair of preview performances surrounding
Santa Barbara, featuring a never-before-seen combination of instruments
including Indian tablas, Hawaiian percussion, African Ngoni (harp), custom
guitars, Bansuri bamboo flutes, and ambient soundscapes. Jaffe and West

“One cannot step twice in the same river.” – Heraclitus
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103rd CONCERT SEASON
Presenting the world’s finest classical artists since 1919

THURSDAY, MARCH 24
She’s the Only One – It
might be a stretch to suggest that Melissa Etheridge
is the only female rock star
to still be belting out defiant songs at the dawn of
her seventh decade on the
planet. But the 1990s rock
icon, activist, and Academy
and Grammy Award winner,
certainly stands out as a
singer-songwriter who has
rarely if ever compromised in delivering her confessional compositions with
raspy vocals that underscore the message even if hits like “I’m the Only
One,” “Come to my Window,” and “Bring me Some Water” are far in the
rearview mirror. One Way Out, released last fall, represents her 16th album
in a 30 year-plus career, while tonight’s concert at the Chumash Casino
Resort serves just the latest in several shows at the Samala Showroom.
WHEN: 8 pm
WHERE: Chumash Casino Resort’s Samala Showroom,
3400 Hwy. 246, Santa Ynez
COST: $59 – $89
INFO: (800) CHUMASH or chumashcasino.com

INTERNATIONAL SERIES AT THE GRANADA THEATRE
SEASON SPONSOR:

SAGE PUBLICATIONS

CAMA and Music Academy of the West co-present the
London Symphony Orchestra in concert in celebration
of the Music Academy’s 75th anniversary

Presenting the world’s finest classical artists since 1919

THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 2022, 7:30PM

LONDON SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
SIR SIMON RATTLE, Music Director
Works by Berlioz, Sibelius, Bartók, Ravel and Hannah Kendall.
Join CAMA and the Music Academy of the West for this
not-to-be-missed historic Santa Barbara classical music
concert collaboration.
The London Symphony Orchestra’s 2022 North American Tour is made possible
through an intercontinental partnership with the Music Academy of the West.
The lead sponsors of the Music Academy of the West and London Symphony
Orchestra partnership are Linda & Michael Keston and Mary Lynn & Warren Staley.
Additional support has been provided in remembrance of Léni Fé Bland.

will be joined by Jaffe’s longtime mentor Montino Bourbon, the Montecito
master musician who plays the sarode, a 25-stringed fretless Indian lute. Individually, West’s most recent solo album More Guitar Stories won the 2021
Grammy award for Best New Age Album, while Jaffe has followed up his
Billboard charting 2019 album Meditation Music with the DJ Taz Rashid-produced Sun Mountain Sea, an electronic, trumpet-filled indie pop effort that
came out just last month.
WHEN: 2 pm today, 3 pm tomorrow
WHERE: Today: Sacred Space, 2594 Lillie Ave, Summerland; Tomorrow:
Beatrice Wood Center for the Arts, 8585 Ojai-Santa Paula Road, Ojai
COST: $45 today, $25 tomorrow
INFO: thesacredspace.shop/crystals-2/event-ticket or tinyurl.com/436p5z62
SUNDAY, MARCH 20
Brunch with Ybarra – Flamenco and Latin guitar specialist Tony Ybarra is a Santa
Barbara native who has long been a local icon beloved for his performances – as
well as his long tenure teaching at Santa Barbara City College. Ybarra’s music has
been featured in movies, TV shows, and commercials as well as six albums under
his own name. No stranger to SOhO, tonight Ybarra fronts his Elementos Project,
a quartet featuring vocalist Marisa Pasquini, percussionist Ed “Lalo” Smith, and
bassist Santino Tafarella that reimagines half a century of popular songs, such as
“Stairway to Heaven,” from his unique perspective.
WHEN: 12:30 – 2 pm
WHERE: 1221 State Street, upstairs in Victoria Court
COST: $10
INFO: (805) 962-7776 or sohosb.com
More from Paris – Singer-songwriter-guitarist Patrick Droney honed his chops and
crafting skills in stints on both coasts as well as in Nashville, putting out on singles
and EPs before unleashing his first full disc early last year. State of the Heart covers
the realm of relationships with the earnestness and soul-inspired vocals of a John
Mayer, although with less of a hook. Paparazzi and pop-lovers might be more
interested in who is opening the show at SOhO, which would be the singer-songwriter-actress Paris Jackson, daughter of the King of Pop Michael Jackson (and the
world’s second most famous celebrity offspring named Paris) which has nothing to
do with Van Gogh. Paris, who turns 24 next month, also only recently released her
debut full-length album, called Wilted, in November 2020.
WHEN: 9 pm
WHERE: 1221 State Street, upstairs in Victoria Court
COST: $20 general, $70 VIP

INFO: (805) 962-7776 or sohosb.com 
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CAMA thanks our generous sponsor who has made this performance possible:
Primary Sponsor: Bitsy & Denny Bacon and The Becton Family Foundation

TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 2022, 7:30PM

ENGLISH BAROQUE
SOLOISTS
SIR JOHN ELIOT GARDINER, Music Director
Kati Debretzeni, violin ⫽ Fanny Paccoud, viola
PROGRAM:
Haydn: Symphony No.103 in E-flat Major, “The Drumroll,” H.1/103
Mozart: Sinfonia Concertante for Violin, Viola and Orchestra in
E-flat Major, K.364 (320d)
Mozart: Symphony No.39 in E-flat Major, K.543

One of the world’s leading period-instrument orchestras,
the English Baroque Soloists, led by founder and multiGrammy-Award-winning conductor Sir John Eliot Gardiner,
are acclaimed for their historically informed performances
of Baroque and early Classical music, especially the works
of Mozart, whose magnificent Sinfonia Concertante features
some of the 18th century’s most life-affirming music—and no
one understands it better than Sir John Eliot Gardiner.
Principal Sponsors: Herbert & Elaine Kendall • Jocelyne & William Meeker
Sponsors: NancyBell Coe & Bill Burke
Co-Sponsors: Elizabeth Karlsberg & Jeff Young • John & Fran Nielsen
George & Judy Writer • Nancy & Byron Kent Wood

SINGLE TICKETS ON SALE NOW
Granada Theatre Box Office ⫽ (805) 899-2222 ⫽ granadasb.org
COMMUNITY ARTS MUSIC ASSOCIATION OF SANTA BARBARA

camasb.org
Montecito JOURNAL
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Our Town

Unlocking a New Local Band –
The LOC DAWGS
At rehearsal
with the LOC
DAWGS,
from left,
Tyler Kelly,
Ben B., and
Christian
Pelonis
(photo by
Joanne A
Calitri)

by Joanne A. Calitri

F

using hard rock with their own
edge, the LOC DAWGS band
is tearing up venues from Santa
Barbara-Goleta south through Anaheim,
due to play at the vintage club, The Mint,
in Los Angeles in March.
The group was birthed by multi-instrumentalist songwriter Christian Pelonis
(Stolen Thunder and the Shaun Cassidy
Band), who wrote, played, and recorded
all the parts of four songs. Pelonis recorded at Lost Coast Records LLC during
lockdown to deal with the stress of that
situation. In 2021 he reached out to two
friends to form a band, himself on lead
guitar and vocals, and added a bass player and drummer. As the band morphed
into its current version, band members
changed a few times to get the right mix
of musicianship and persona.
Today, LOC DAWGS is Pelonis on lead
ax and vocals, Tyler Kelly on bass and
vocals, and “Ben B” on drums. Together
they do it all, co-write original songs, roadie
the gear to gigs, and are dedicated to their
rehearsals and song writing. Clearly the
music fits into stoner hard rock, downtoned with all the fuzzy pedaling, vocal
shouts, moshing, and more; somebody get

them a three-pack Marshall stack!
I hit them up for an interview on the
verge of their soon-to-be-released new
single…
Q. What’s the music about and how is
it created?
A. Christian Pelonis (CP): It’s our
everyday ins and outs, like in our songs
“Day by Day” and “Strung Out,” it’s
talking about the conflicts our generation
faces, the battles in our minds on a daily
basis. If you are literal, you can read into
the lyrics and think it’s about a relationship or breakup or a girl, but it’s not. I
have a notepad I write bits of lyrics in all
the time, and I draw from that, preferring
to write both the music and lyrics together, run it by the band, and fill in the gaps
together. We all bring in riffs we wrote
and work with them to create songs.
We tune our instruments to C standard
(on guitar it’s C F Bb Eb G C) and aim
for a tonal quality similar to Queens of
the Stone Age, Sleep, and Black Sabbath
where you have hard rock with a fuzzy
downtone. We don’t adhere to a song
formula – verses, bridge chorus – it’s a free
composition.
What is music for you?
Tyler Kelly (TK): Music is why I am

LOC DAWGS rockin’ the house (photo by Murphy McCormick)

here. I’ve played music since I was five years
old. I was in a shovel band [laughs] yeah we
played air guitar and recorded a video of it,
seriously, tried a few instruments, and in
high school played in a few bands but the
chemistry was off. My grandpa worked at
KTYD in the ‘70s and had a lot of experience in recording, so I got into recording
music at home, basically taught myself with
his gear and help, and the usual recording
software programs on my laptop.
Ben B (BB): For me the band is about
making an impact on people who listen to
our music and come to our live gigs. It feels
great to know we’ve made someone get up
and excited about our music. It’s my job to
play drums to back the band and add flairs
in the right places to keep it fresh. All day at
work I can’t wait to get to rehearsal with the
guys, pack my gear, and play for the fans.
CP: Music helps me live! My goal for
the band is to make music for our fans
the way Nirvana did for me and many
others. The whole experience needs to
be enjoyable, and that is a huge goal to
aim for. Our music may not be for every
venue, but we are putting it out there for
everyone to experience, without a specific audience, music genre base, or age
group in mind. And we’re going to stay
on an independent label to keep it ours.
I gave our band the name LOC DAWGS
because it’s a colloquial thing, being the
locals and local guys for music, like seeing
the same guy at the same surf spot; you
know if you go, he’s there.

past few months! We have an EP coming
out this summer that we are currently
writing the songs for and a full-length
LP sometime in the future. Follow us on
Insta for updates and merch giveaways,
on Spotify, and sign up on our website
for updates. We look forward to jamming for you soon at our upcoming gigs.
What music does the band listen to right
now?
BB: I am an old soul and listen to
everything, from the Beatles to the Jersey
Boys. I love country like Tim McGraw,
Jason Aldean, and take that right to
Green Day, and punk rock.
TK: When I listen to new music, it’s
all I listen to for at least six months to
really dive in. Right now, I have Stick
Figure for Reggae, Modjo’s song “Lady,”
Soundgarden and Disco, yes it’s ABBA.
CP: I’ve got a ton. At the top right now
is Turnstile, Fangs [punk], and Denzel

Curry for rap. 
411: www.locdawgs.com
Instagram: @loc_dawgs
LOC DAWGS are also on Spotify

Joanne A. Calitri is a professional international photographer and journalist. Contact her
at: artraks@yahoo.com

Message to your fans?
CP: Big shout out to everyone who’s
been following and supporting us for the

Experience
LOCAL

LARRY VIGON'S
SOLO EXHIBITION
AT SILO118

YOU CAN TRUST

We have over 30 years of experience in
providing commercial and residential
property management services in
Santa Barbara & Ventura County!

CONTACT US TODAY!
805-965-2887

⎜
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WWW.COCHRANEPM.COM

March 5th - April 30th
SERIOUS PLAY
Open Thursday through Saturday, 12 - 5 p.m.
and by appointment
“The medium is unimportant to me; it is the message that
matters.”
Larry Vigon

“If ignorance is bliss, there should be more happy people.” – Victor Cousin
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Spring Classical series

All concerts
start at 7 PM and
include an at-home
viewing option

International masters of interpretation
present fresh perspectives on classic repertoire

Get all 4 events for $168 - a savings of 20%!
Single tickets also available. (Price excludes fees.)

Britain’s Breakout Stars

Sheku Kanneh-Mason, cello
Isata Kanneh-Mason, piano
Karen Khachaturian • Shostakovich • Bridge • Britten
Tue, Apr 19 / 7 PM / UCSB Campbell Hall
Musical America’s 2019 Artist of the Year

Daniil Trifonov, piano
Szymanowski • Debussy • Prokofiev • Brahms
Sat, Apr 30 / 7 PM / UCSB Campbell Hall

The Doppelgänger Project, Part II
Featuring Schubert’s “Death and the Maiden”

Danish String Quartet
Schubert • Lotta Wennäkoski
Wed, Apr 27 / 7 PM / UCSB Campbell Hall
Dazzling French Masters

Gautier Capuçon, cello
Jean-Yves Thibaudet, piano
Schumann • Brahms • Debussy • Shostakovich
Wed, May 4 / 7 PM / UCSB Campbell Hall

(805) 893-3535
www.ArtsAndLectures.UCSB.edu
17 - 24 March 2022
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
On Entertainment

Ventura Ventures: Rubicon Returns
Playing
The Gin
Game

by Steven Libowitz

T

he Rubicon Theatre Company
(RTC) was the first of the local
companies to find a way to produce something for its audiences when the
COVID-19 pandemic shut things down
way back in early spring 2020. Indeed,
RTC was the first regional theater company
in the country to offer a socially distanced
drive-in series, bringing such specials as a
30th Anniversary Concert of Forever Plaid
and Music of the Knights: The Songs of
Andrew Lloyd Webber, Elton John and Paul
McCartney to the Ventura Fairgrounds over
that summer. Rubicon also spearheaded
a streaming version of Estella Scrooge, the
clever tech-aided/green screen update of

GRAYSPACE
GALLERY

FOR LEASE
Art Studio/Gallery
219 Gray Avenue

For Info:
Charlene Broudy
805-886-0552
Iconic Gallery in
The Funk Zone
Live-in Possible
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its original update of the Dickens classic,
in time for the Christmas season in 2020.
On the other hand, RTC is the last to
return to live indoor productions, finally reopening – after installing hospital
grade retrofitting and other refurbishing
– almost two years to the date of the
initial California lockdown. The good
news is that the 2022-23 season proves
to be well worth waiting for, as RTC has
picked things up right where they left off
– with programming that represents its
ambitious mission to create new works,
produce musicals, and re-mount dramas
that provoke as well as entertain.
“We believe we have an obligation to
be at the forefront of important relevant
conversations about what is happening
now in our world,” explained Karyl Lynn
Burns, RTC’s co-founder and Producing
Artistic Director.
Case in point: the official season opening Twilight: Los Angeles, 1992, Anna
Deavere Smith’s street-level study of the
1992 L.A. riots that were sparked by the
acquittal in the Rodney King police brutality case in a Ventura County courtroom
in Simi Valley, which opens on the 30th
anniversary of the April 29, 1992, date.
“It was a long journey to secure the
rights, so we’re feeling privileged, and a
little bit scared, to be the only professional theater in the world doing the show on
the anniversary of what is now called the
L.A. uprising or L.A. rebellion,” Burns
said, noting that the play is considered
perhaps the first example of documentary theater, with Smith quoting verbatim
some of the 300 people she interviewed
to create the script. “It’s a play about very
complicated issues, and it’s an awesome
responsibility to try to facilitate a conversation about what happened then and
what’s gone on more recently. How far

Ventura Page 454
454

Lola Blanche
by Sigrid Toye

O

ne of the gems presented in the
short film program of the 2022
Santa Barbara International Film
Festival was a 13-minute beautifully shot
piece titled Kissy and the Shark helmed by
writer/director Lola Blanche. In its brief
running time, the film covers a myriad
of topics that include nuanced views of
interpersonal relationships, humanity’s
deep connection to animals, and the
broader concept of the tenuous connection between the earth’s inhabitants and
the delicate balance of nature.
Kissy, an 11-year-old girl, lives with her
terminally ill mother and grandmother in
an RV situated in Los Angeles’ Terminal
Island. The family is gathered on the sand
with Kissy wishing to escape to the water’s
edge. Ignoring the desperate pleas of her
mother for a much-needed hug, the fraught
relationship between them is revealed. At
the shoreline Kissy discovers a beached
shark trapped in plastic waste carelessly discarded, the result of ongoing environmental
pollution. In an attempt to gain control
over her own life she drags the injured
animal into the family RV with hopes
to revive it. Eventually her mother and
grandmother discover her and join forces
to save the shark. Together they drag it
back to the sea where, despite their efforts,
it dies. Kissy discovers that life and death
are beyond her control but the relationship
with her mother is within it. She tells her
anxious mother that the shark has survived
with the knowledge that triumph exists
in the moment, no matter how brief. An
emotional hug between Kissy, her mother,
and grandmother, transforms Kissy’s sorrow
into greater understanding of herself and
the need to be present for those around her.
The writer/director Lola Blanche,
a London native, recently finished her
MFA in Directing at the American Film
Institute as a Mary Pickford fellowship
recipient. Her short film, supported by
the BAFTA GSA Commissioning Grant,
Blanche began by describing her inspiration to tell Kissy’s story. “In part, Kissy
and the Shark is a love letter to my mum.
In the process of studying the complex
connection between mother and daughter,
I began to write and investigate different
versions of my own story.” A mother and
daughter caught in the space between
life and death, childhood and maturity,
human and animal are important themes
throughout the narrative.
“Humans take on animal characteristics
and animals take on human characteristics
to provide a lighter tone to explore the
dark, emotional aspects of human relationships,” Blanche emphasized. Fiercely inde-

“Only one man ever understood me, and he didn’t understand me.” – G. W. F. Hegel

pendent and rebellious girls and women
are her main protagonists. The present
narrative is the foundation for a planned
feature length film with three generations
exploring women’s identities, particularly
women who defy preconceived norms.

“In the process of studying the
complex connection between
mother and daughter, I began to
write and investigate different
versions of my own story.”
– Lola Blanche
Now a resident of Los Angeles, Blanche
chose a location within the greater L.A.
area. “Coming from England to the U.S. I
felt drawn to Terminal Island in San Pedro,
with all its washed-out colors. The phosphorescent lights of ports reminded me of
home, in particular the Thames Estuary,
a place I frequently visited, gritty and
firmly based in realism.” Intimate camera
work and a soulful palette highlight Kissy’s
transformative experience. Improvisation
and chance played a huge role in production, essentially an escape from shot lists
and storyboards to relinquish control and
capture the magic of the moment.
Blanche was inspired to work with actors
representing three generations: Jenica
Bergere (the mother) and Gloria Sandoval
(the grandmother), both professionals, created the firm foundation in which Liberty
Mancio (Kissy), a non-actor, could play
and explore. “Liberty’s fearless attitude and
eagerness to explore and improvise really
tapped into core feelings akin to my own
childhood memories.” The multi-layered
themes of this short film examine a spectrum of human emotion: tenderness, vulnerability, dependency, shame, anger, guilt,
and, inevitably, love in its purest form.
Blanche concludes, “My characters represent my inner world, everyone a part of my
own story.” And what a story it is!
Kissy and the Shark is a social realist
fairy tale, a contemporary view of a future
which feels worryingly familiar and plausible. It deals with the painful reality of
how we have polluted the world we rely
on, and ruined the habitat of animals that

understand much more. 
Sigrid Toye is an Educational and Behavior
Therapist with a PhD in Clinical Psychology, a freelance writer, and a storyteller. She loves all things
creative, including her two (adult) artist children.
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Silkroad Ensemble
Home Within
Kinan Azmeh, composer, clarinet
Kevork Mourad, live illustrations, visuals
Thu, Mar 31 / 8 PM / UCSB Campbell Hall
Tickets start at $30 / FREE for UCSB students
Includes an at-home viewing option
“Kevork Mourad’s live sketches combine with
Kinan Azmeh’s clarinet to create a whirlwind of
images to mirror the seven years of war that have
made their country unrecognizable.” Reuters
Major Sponsor: Jody & John Arnhold

Everything Rises:
Jennifer Koh and
Davóne Tines
Tue, Apr 12 / 8 PM / UCSB Campbell Hall
$35 / FREE for UCSB students
Includes an at-home viewing option
Justice for All Lead Sponsors:
Marcy Carsey, Connie Frank & Evan Thompson,
Zegar Family Foundation, and Anonymous
Supporting Sponsor: Annette & Dr. Richard Caleel
Made possible by gifts to the A&L Commission
of New Work Endowment Fund

Alvin Ailey®
American Dance Theater
Robert Battle, Artistic Director
Matthew Rushing, Associate Artistic Director
Wed, Apr 13 & Thu, Apr 14 / 8 PM / Granada Theatre
Tickets start at $45 / FREE for UCSB students
A Granada facility fee will be added to each ticket price

Major Sponsor: Jody & John Arnhold
Dance Series Sponsors: Margo Cohen-Feinberg & Bob Feinberg,
Audrey & Timothy O. Fisher, Barbara Stupay, and Sheila Wald
National Tour Sponsor: Bank of America

(805) 893-3535
www.ArtsAndLectures.UCSB.edu
Granada event tickets can also be purchased at: (805) 899-2222 | www.GranadaSB.org
17 - 24 March 2022
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TPRC (Continued from 27
27))
was Pat McElroy, the former Santa Barbara fire chief, whose commitment, energy,
and perseverance helped drive the nets project. Also cited from the TPRC research,
permitting implementation, and fundraising team: Joe Cole, Suzanne Elledge, Les
Firestein, Elisabeth Fowler, Hillary Hauser, Hollye Jacobs, Brett Matthews, Alixe
Mattingly, Bruce McRoy, Mary Rose, Damon Taugher, and Gwyn Lurie, editor in
chief of the Montecito Journal. “A lot of us didn’t have a choice,” McElroy said. “We
needed to be involved if we were going to heal.”

The Ring Story
The story behind the partnership’s accomplishment of so much so swiftly is a
tale worthy of a book. It began just days after the disaster, when Cole, Lurie, and
Matthews had an impromptu conversation in the cafeteria of Cottage Hospital,
where they’d come to check on neighbors injured in the debris flow; soon they
began drafting others to help address a simple, terrifying fact: the conditions that
triggered the disaster – mountain surfaces denuded of all vegetation by the recent
Thomas Fire – posed the urgent threat of another disaster in Montecito, for at least
the next five years. “The true north of the project was to make the mountain safer,”
Lurie recalled in an interview. “We wanted to find a way, concretely, to make the
community more resilient.”
Throughout, McElroy remembered, the group was guided by a comment first
made by Jacobs, and soon taken up by others, that they were on their own in the
critical enterprise: “Hollye said, ‘There is no cavalry coming,’” he recalled. “There
was no bandwidth for the county to do it, amid the exigencies of dealing with the
immediate horror of the disaster,” the former chief added. “The community needed
to step up and help the government.”
Those who committed to the project brought an array of skills aligned with the
countless challenges – financial, political, engineering, for starters – the group
faced. “When we needed expertise, someone would pop up,” said McElroy. For
example, Firestein comprehensively researched ways and means to “hold moun-

FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT: The following person(s)
is/are doing business as: Nexthome Preferred Properties, 988 Fredensborg Canyon
Road, Solvang, CA 93463. Steven C Decker,
988 Fredensborg Canyon Road, Solvang, CA
93463. This statement was filed with the
County Clerk of Santa Barbara County on
March 3, 2022. This statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. I hereby certify that this
is a correct copy of the original statement on
file in my office. Joseph E. Holland, County Clerk (SEAL). FBN No. 2022-0000578.
Published March 16, 23, 30, April 6, 2022
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT: The following person(s)
is/are doing business as: Michelles Pet Pals,
3080 Calle Rosales, Santa Barbara, CA 93105.
Michelle Quirke, 3080 Calle Rosales, Santa
Barbara, CA 93105. This statement was filed
with the County Clerk of Santa Barbara County on March 8, 2022. This statement expires
five years from the date it was filed in the Office of the County Clerk. I hereby certify that
this is a correct copy of the original statement
on file in my office. Joseph E. Holland, County Clerk (SEAL). FBN No. 2022-0000602.
Published March 16, 23, 30, April 6, 2022
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT: The following person(s)
is/are doing business as: Right Brain University; Rhythm & Reflex, 2655 Montrose
Place, Santa Barbara, CA 93105. Elizabeth G.
Morse, 2655 Montrose Place, Santa Barbara,
CA 93105. This statement was filed with the
County Clerk of Santa Barbara County on
February 17, 2022. This statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in the Office
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of the County Clerk. I hereby certify that this
is a correct copy of the original statement on
file in my office. Joseph E. Holland, County Clerk (SEAL). FBN No. 2022-0000462.
Published March 16, 23, 30, April 6, 2022
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT: The following person(s)
is/are doing business as: BLUESTUDIO, INC,
1203 Diana Lane, Santa Barbara, CA 93103.
BLUESTUDIO, INC, 1203 Diana Lane, Santa Barbara, CA 93103. This statement was
filed with the County Clerk of Santa Barbara
County on February 28, 2022. This statement
expires five years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk. I hereby
certify that this is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my office. Joseph E.
Holland, County Clerk (SEAL). FBN No. 20220000548. Published March 9, 16, 23, 30, 2022
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT: The following person(s)
is/are doing business as: 805 Estate Staffing Agency and Management LLC, 707 Cathedral Pointe Ln, Santa Barbara, CA 93111.
805 Estate Staffing Agency and Management LLC, 1482 East Valley Road STE #989,
Montecito, CA 93108. This statement was
filed with the County Clerk of Santa Barbara County on March 4, 2022. This statement
expires five years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk. I hereby
certify that this is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my office. Joseph E.
Holland, County Clerk (SEAL). FBN No. 20220000587. Published March 9, 16, 23, 30, 2022
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT: The following person(s)
is/are doing business as: Real Property

tains up,” recalled Lurie, his spouse, and after considerable fact-finding, recommended a Swiss company called Geobrugg, which manufactured strong steel rings
used to prevent avalanches.
Installing them, however, required a raft of permits – from the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, the State Water Resources Control Board, and California’s
Department of Fish and Wildlife – not to mention the county, where District
1 Supervisor Das Williams later would pull together a unanimous vote of his
colleagues backing the project. Elledge, one of the county’s premier planning
consultants, convened the full array of stakeholders at a meeting at Montecito Fire
Protection District headquarters to identify issues of concern, while Rose used
her deep political consulting experience in shaping the approach to government
agencies and elected officials.
Much of the committee’s work focused on fundraising: they collected $5 million
in 18 months, from over 1,000 donors, with contributions that ranged from $10
to $500,000 (including $20,000 that came in after McElroy and Firestein made an
appearance on the Ellen show). The Santa Barbara Foundation guaranteed the $1
million required as a condition of permits, and Montecito Bank & Trust administered the bond.
Contractors were identified and hired to craft each net individually for each
site, and eventually six were installed in locations linked to the loss of life: Cold
Spring, San Ysidro, Buena Vista. “We were doing a proof of concept,” McElroy
said. “Nobody had ever installed these in endangered species areas.” After installation, and five-year emergency permits, the partnership made all of its work product
available – free of charge – to any community anywhere that faces similar peril.
“Anybody who wants it, gets it,” the former fire chief added. The looming threat.
While laudable, the net project is only the first, relatively small part of what leaders
of the Partnership hope to achieve.
Echoing Gen. Honoré’s warnings about the future, they are embarking on the
broader mission of developing a master plan to manage flood waters amid the
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Management Santa Barbara, 742 Westwood
Drive, Santa Barbara, CA 93109. Santa Barbara Property Management, 315 Meigs Rd Ste
A-503, Santa Barbara, CA 93109. This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Santa
Barbara County on March 3, 2022. This statement expires five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County Clerk. I hereby
certify that this is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my office. Joseph E.
Holland, County Clerk (SEAL). FBN No. 20220000571. Published March 9, 16, 23, 30, 2022
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT: The following person(s)
is/are doing business as: Smart Envios, 2917
De La Vina, A, Santa Barbara, CA 93105.
Anastasia Dudina, 2917 De La Vina, A, Santa Barbara, CA 93105. This statement was
filed with the County Clerk of Santa Barbara
County on February 10, 2022. This statement
expires five years from the date it was filed
in the Office of the County Clerk. I hereby
certify that this is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my office. Joseph E.
Holland, County Clerk (SEAL). FBN No. 20220000398. Published March 2, 9, 16, 23, 2022
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT: The following person(s)
is/are doing business as: UV MY AIR, 27 W
Anapamu St Suite 226, Santa Barbara, CA
93101. Outdoor Adventures INC., 27 W Anapamu St Suite 226, Santa Barbara, CA 93101.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk of Santa Barbara County on February
2, 2022. This statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the Office of
the County Clerk. I hereby certify that this is
a correct copy of the original statement on
file in my office. Joseph E. Holland, Coun-

“We live in the best of all possible worlds.” – Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz

ty Clerk (SEAL). FBN No. 2022-0000313.
Published February 23, March 2, 9, 16, 2022
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT: The following person(s)
is/are doing business as: La Lieff Wines; La
Lieff, 935 Arcady Road, Montecito, CA 93108.
Lieff Wines LLC, 935 Arcady Road, Montecito, CA 93108. This statement was filed with
the County Clerk of Santa Barbara County on
February 16, 2022. This statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. I hereby certify that this
is a correct copy of the original statement on
file in my office. Joseph E. Holland, County Clerk (SEAL). FBN No. 2022-0000446.
Published February 23, March 2, 9, 16, 2022
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE OF
NAME: CASE No. 22CV00704. To all interested parties: Petitioner Brianna Itzel Lopez
filed a petition with Superior Court of California, County of Santa Barbara, for a decree
changing name to Brianna Itzel Aguilar.
The Court orders that all persons interested in this matter appear before this court at
the hearing indicated below to show cause,
if any, why the petition for change of name
should not be granted. Any person objecting to the name changes described above
must file a written objection that includes
the reasons for the objection at least two
court days before the matter is scheduled
to be heard and must appear at the hearing
to show cause why the petition should not
be granted. If no written objection is timely
filed, the court may grant the petition without a hearing. Filed March 8, 2022 by Narzralli
Baksh. Hearing date: April 25, 2022 at 10 am
in Dept. 5, 1100 Anacapa Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101. Published 3/16, 3/23, 3/30, 4/6
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ORDINANCE NO. 6060
AN ORDINANCE OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
SANTA BARBARA AMENDING TITLE 9 OF THE SANTA
BARBARA MUNICIPAL CODE BY THE ADDITION OF
CHAPTER 9.49 TO REGULATE SIDEWALK VENDING IN
ACCORDANCE WITH STATE LAW
The above captioned ordinance was adopted at a regular
meeting of the Santa Barbara City Council held on March 8,
2022.

CITY OF SANTA BARBARA - GENERAL SERVICES DIVISION

ORDINANCE NO. 6059

SANTA

BARBARA

ADOPTING

THE

2019-2022

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE

provisions of Section 512 of the Santa Barbara City Charter
as amended, and the original ordinance in its entirety may be
obtained at the City Clerk's Office, City Hall, Santa Barbara,
California.

meeting of the Santa Barbara City Council held on March 8,

The publication of this ordinance is made pursuant to the
provisions of Section 512 of the Santa Barbara City Charter
as amended, and the original ordinance in its entirety may be
obtained at the City Clerk's Office, City Hall, Santa Barbara,

(Seal)

/s/
Sarah Gorman, MMC
City Clerk Services Manager

/s/
Sarah Gorman, MMC
City Clerk Services Manager

ORDINANCE NO. 6060

ORDINANCE NO. 6059
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

)
)
COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA ) ss.
)
CITY OF SANTA BARBARA
)

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing
ordinance was introduced on March 1, 2022 and adopted by
the Council of the City of Santa Barbara at a meeting held on
March 8, 2022, by the following roll call vote:
AYES:

Councilmembers Eric Friedman,
Alejandra Gutierrez, Oscar Gutierrez,
Meagan Harmon, Mike Jordan,
Kristen W. Sneddon, Mayor Randy
Rowse

NOES:

None

ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing
ordinance was introduced on March 1, 2022 and adopted by
the Council of the City of Santa Barbara at a meeting held
on March 8, 2022, by the following roll call vote:
AYES:

Councilmembers Eric Friedman,
Alejandra Gutierrez, Oscar
Gutierrez, Meagan Harmon, Mike
Jordan, Kristen W. Sneddon, Mayor
Randy Rowse

NOES:

None

None

ABSENT:

None

None

ABSTENTIONS:

None

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereto set my

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereto set my

hand and affixed the official seal of the City of Santa Barbara

hand and affixed the official seal of the City of Santa

on March 10, 2022.

Barbara on March 10, 2022.

/s/
Sarah P. Gorman, MMC
City Clerk Services Manager
I HEREBY APPROVE the foregoing ordinance
on March 10, 2022.

Published March 16, 2022
Montecito Journal
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/s/
Sarah P. Gorman, MMC
City Clerk Services Manager
I HEREBY APPROVE the foregoing ordinance
on March 10, 2022.

/s/
Randy Rowse
Mayor

DUE DATE & TIME: APRIL 12, 2022 UNTIL 3:00 P.M.
FIRE SUPPRESSION & MONITORING AT VARIOUS AIRPORT BUILDINGS

The above captioned ordinance was adopted at a regular

(Seal)

)
)
COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA ) ss.
)
CITY OF SANTA BARBARA
)

BID NO. 5927

CITY FIREFIGHTERS' ASSOCIATION

California.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that sealed bids will be received via electronic transmission on the City of Santa Barbara PlanetBids
portal site until the date and time indicated below at which time they will be publicly opened and posted for:

CITY OF SANTA BARBARA AND THE SANTA BARBARA

2022.

The publication of this ordinance is made pursuant to the

INVITATION FOR BIDS

AN ORDINANCE OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF

/s/
Randy Rowse
Mayor
Published March 16, 2022
Montecito Journal

Scope of Work: The successful CONTRACTOR shall plan and perform all required visual inspections, functional testing, certification,
preventative maintenance and repair on the fire suppression, monitoring and alarm systems as required by NFPA in four Airport
building complexes.
Bidders must be registered on the city of Santa Barbara’s PlanetBids portal in order to receive addendum notifications and
to submit a bid. Go to PlanetBids for bid results and awards. It is the responsibility of the bidder to submit their bid with sufficient
time to be received by PlanetBids prior to the bid opening date and time. The receiving deadline is absolute. Allow time for technical
difficulties, uploading, and unexpected delays. Late or incomplete Bid will not be accepted.
If further information is needed, contact Caroline Ortega, Senior Buyer at COrtega@santabarbaraca.gov
A MANDATORY pre-bid meeting will be held on March 29, 2022 at 10:00 a.m. Contractors to meet at the Airport Maintenance Yard
located at 1699 Firestone Road, Santa Barbara. Please be punctual since late arrivals may be excluded from submitting a bid and
allow 1 hour ½ to drive to the various buildings and discuss the specifications and field conditions. Bids will not be considered from
parties that did not attend the mandatory meeting.
FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE ACT
Contractor agrees in accordance with Section 1735 and 1777.6 of California Labor Code, and the California Fair Employment Practice
Act (Sections 1410-1433) that in the hiring of common or skilled labor for the performance of any work under this contract or any
subcontract hereunder, no contractor, material supplier or vendor shall, by reason of age (over 40), ancestry, color, mental or physical
disability, sex, gender identity and expression, marital status, medical condition (cancer or genetic characteristics), national origin, race,
religious belief, or sexual orientation, discriminate against any person who is qualified and available to perform the work to which such
employment relates. The Contractor further agrees to be in compliance with the City of Santa Barbara’s Nondiscriminatory Employment
Provisions as set forth in Chapter 9 of the Santa Barbara Municipal Code.
BONDING
Bidders are hereby notified that a Payment Bond in the amount of 100% of the bid total will be required from the successful bidder for
bids exceeding $25,000. The bond must be provided with ten (10) calendar days from notice of award and prior to the performance of
any work. The bond must be signed by the bidder and a corporate surety, who is authorized to issue bonds in the State of California. If
the renewal options are exercised, new bonds shall be provided.
Bidders are hereby notified that a separate Performance Bond in the amount of 100% of the bid total will be required from the successful
bidder for bids exceeding $25,000. The bond must be provided with ten (10) calendar days from notice of award and prior to the
performance of any work. The bond must be signed by the bidder and a corporate surety, who is authorized to issue bonds in the State
of California. If the renewal options are exercised, new bonds shall be provided.
PREVAILING WAGE, APPRENTICES, PENALTIES, & CERTIFIED PAYROLL In accordance with the provisions of Labor Code §
1773.2, the Contractor is responsible for determining the correct prevailing wage rates. However, the City will provide wage information
for projects subject to Federal Davis Bacon requirements. The Director of Industrial Relations has determined the general prevailing
rates of wages and employer payments for health, welfare, vacation, pensions and similar purposes applicable, which is on file in the
State of California Office of Industrial Relations. The contractor shall post a copy of these prevailing wage rates at the site of the project.
It shall be mandatory upon the contractor to whom the contract is awarded and its subcontractors hired to pay not less than the said
prevailing rates of wages to all workers employed by him in the execution of the contract (Labor Code § 1770 et seq.). Prevailing wage
rates are available at http://www.dir.ca.gov/oprl/PWD/index.htm
It is the duty of the contractor and subcontractors to employ registered apprentices and to comply with all aspects of Labor Code §
1777.5.
There are penalties required for contractor’s/subcontractor’s failure to pay prevailing wages and for failure to employ apprentices,
including forfeitures and debarment under Labor Code §§ 1775, 1776, 1777.1, 1777.7 and 1813.
Under Labor Code § 1776, contractors and subcontractors are required to keep accurate payroll records. The prime contractor is
responsible for submittal of their payrolls and those of their subcontractors as one package. Payroll records shall be certified and made
available for inspection at all reasonable hours at the principal office of the contractor/subcontractor pursuant to Labor Code § 1776.
The contractor and all subcontractors under the direct contractor shall furnish certified payroll records directly to the Labor
Compliance Unit and to the department named in the Purchase Order/Contract at least monthly, and within ten (10) days of any
request from any request from the City or the Labor Commissioner in accordance with Section 16461 of the California Code of
Regulations. Payroll records shall be furnished in a format prescribed by section 16401 of Title 8 of the California Code of Regulations,
with use of the current version of DIR's “Public Works Payroll Reporting Form” (A-1-131) and “Statement of Employer Payments” (DLSE
Form PW26) constituting presumptive compliance with this requirement, provided the forms are filled out accurately and completely. In
lieu of paper forms, the Compliance Monitoring Unit may provide for and require the electronic submission of certified payroll reports.
The provisions of Article 2 and 3, Division 2, Chapter 1 of the Labor Code, State of California, are made by this reference a part of this
quotation or bid.
A contractor or subcontractor shall not be qualified to bid on, be listed in a bid proposal, subject to the requirements of Section 4104 of
the Public Contract Code, or engage in the performance of any contract for public work, as defined in this chapter, unless currently
licensed to perform the work and registered pursuant to Labor Code § 1725.5 without limitation or exception. It is not a violation of this
section for an unlicensed contractor to submit a bid that is authorized by Section 7029.1 of the Business and Professions Code or by
Section 20103.5 of the Public Contract Code, provided the contractor is registered to perform public work pursuant to Section 1725.5
at the time the contract is awarded.
This project is subject to compliance monitoring and enforcement by the Department of Industrial Relations.
CERTIFICATIONS
In accordance with California Public Contracting Code § 3300, the City requires the Contractor to possess a valid Automatic
Extinguishing System (AES) Type 1 license or equivalent licensing acceptable to the California State Fire Marshall at time the
bids are opened and to continue to hold during the term of the contract all licenses and certifications required to perform the work
specified herein.
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE
Contractor must submit to the contracted department within ten (10) calendar days of an order, AND PRIOR TO START OF WORK,
certificates of Insurance naming the City of Santa Barbara as Additional Insured in accordance with the attached Insurance
Requirements.
______________________
William Hornung, C.P.M.
General Services Manager

Published: 3/16/2022
Montecito Journal
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Seen (Continued from 14
14))

from donations. The Zoo says thanks
to its many donors and its lead donors,
Thomas and Nancy Crawford and
family, Hind Foundation, and Leslie
Ridley-Tree.
The Santa Barbara Zoo is open daily from 9 am for
members and 9:30 am for general admission until 5
pm. General admission is $19.95 for adults, $14.95 for
children 2-12 and free for children under 2. Parking is
$11. For reservations check sbzoo.org.

A wallaby wanders around the new habitat
Art fans at SBMA Helene Segal and George
Konstantinow

Walkabout Habitat: Bennett’s wallabies,
western gray kangaroos, and emus.
The grand opening was in January,
2022 and the exhibit is 15,000 square
feet where you can actually walk among
the wallabies, kangaroos, and emus
plus native birds. They don’t mind and
they’re not afraid. Guests stay on the
paths and the animals are free to come
to you (or not). They may choose the
barn. The day I went they were wandering around their habitat, where the
elephants used to be.
Zoo president & CEO Rich Block had
this to say: “We are thrilled to welcome
guests to discover our new Australian
Walkabout. Core to the Zoo’s mission
is to showcase the wonders of wildlife
and the importance of its conservation.
The new Australian Walkabout is an
adventure aimed to serve as a reminder
to us all to take care of the planet’s living
treasures…across the world and in our

own backyards.”
This area is now home to two emus,
four Bennett’s wallabies, and three western grey kangaroos. I went on an extensive Australian press trip some years ago
and was enchanted. Australia is home to
150,000 species of plants and animals;
many are found nowhere else in the
world. It also has one of the most rapid
rates of mammal extinctions worldwide
due to climate change, drought, fires,
habitat loss, and non-native predators.
Zoo Vice President of Animal Care
& Health Dr. Julie Barnes is from
Australia, so this project is especially
near and dear to her heart. She says
this experience is similar to those in
Australia and around the United States,
she wants the community to learn about
species preservation and conservation.
The Zoo even worked with a representative from the Aboriginal nations to
incorporate their culture and language
into the exhibit.
The Walkabout is a $3 million
improvement project funded entirely

New Contemporary
Art Gallery

In the heart of Santa Barbara’s ARTS
District there’s a new contemporary
art gallery – Maune Contemporary
– at 1309 State Street, next door to
the Arlington Theatre. This is the second location for founders Ramsey and
Heidi Maune. Their first being in the
Miami Circle Design District in Atlanta,
Georgia in 2019.
Heidi said, “I attended UCSB for
college and my parents have been living here for over 30 years, so we
needed the right time to move here.
Connecting with the community has
always been important to us, so we feel
lucky to have found such a wonderful
spot in Santa Barbara’s thriving ARTS
District, where we’re enjoying getting
to know our neighbors and excited to
get involved!”
Their mission is to bridge various artist
communities and provide its artists greater exposure to new markets. The Maunes
both have a passion for contemporary
and modern art, which compelled them
to open their first gallery. They are longtime art collectors, attending art fairs and
perusing galleries to discover new talent.

Ramsey and Heidi Maune during the opening of
their new gallery, Maune Contemporary

Their new exhibit, Finally Home,
highlights works from 17 contemporary artists and eight different countries, showing great diversity. For example, one of their artists is Alex Katz,
who will have a Retrospective at the
Guggenheim this year. Julie Torres is
part of the permanent collection in the
department of drawings and prints at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York.
The Maune gallery will also be open
for 1st Thursday events and hold regular
exhibitions. They accept works on consignment and provide advice in all areas

of the art world. 
For more details visit maune.com.

A community staple for
decades, Lynda Millner
has helped the Journal, since
1995, keep its connection to the
hundreds of events going on
throughout the year

An emu checks
out some
visitors

Jim and Ingrid
Shattuck with
Caroline and
Steve Thompson
at the new gallery
opening party

Ichiban Japanese Restaurant/Sushi Bar
Lunch: Monday through Saturday 11:30am - 2:30pm
Dinner: Monday through Sunday: 5pm - 10pm
1812A Cliff Drive Santa Barbara CA 93109
(805)564-7653

IZABELA FERNANDES
PHONE: 805-886-5100
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Lunch Specials, Bendo boxes. Full Sushi bar,
Tatami Seats. Fresh Fish Delivered all week.
“The mind is furnished with ideas by experience alone.” – John Locke
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Nosh Town

Celebrating (Continued from 18
18))

Kathy Mackins
and Tina and
Peter Da Ros at
the reception for
the Lockwood
de Forest and
Huguette M.
Clark exhibits
(Photo by Nell
Campbell)

small sala and is a tremendous surprise!
Tutored by Tadé (Tadeusz Styka), Polishborn portraitist of high society figures in
New York City, William Clark’s daughter
became a talented artist. This is the first
exhibition of the copper heiress’s artwork
since 1931 and is in collaboration with
the Bellosguardo Foundation.
Huguette Clark had a studio in her home
in New York and one at Bellosguardo.
When the original Bellosguardo was
demolished due to earthquake damage
and a desire on her mother’s part to put
men to work during the Depression,
Huguette took a studio at the beautiful
Meridian Studios, just two doors away
from today’s Historical Museum, before
returning to the new estate house and her

new studio when it was completed.
Huguette’s work is amazingly accomplished and her use of color, especially
on the Japanese images, vivid and lively.
Most telling are two self-portraits which
reveal a confident and thoughtful young
woman. Both exhibits are definitely not
to be missed.
Though the exhibits have been on display since mid-February, a reception on
Thursday, March 10, kicked off a series of
talks and events associated with the artwork
and the artists. On Wednesday, March 16
at 5:30 pm, Bill Dedman presented a talk
on new information he has discovered
about Huguette since his publication of
Empty Mansions. On Wednesday, April 6
at 5:30 pm, Jeremy Tessmer, Director at
Sullivan Goss – An American Gallery, will
present a talk about Lockwood de Forest
Sr., whose influence in Santa Barbara can

still be felt today. 
Reservations are required. Visit sbhistorical.org.
Also, the museum invites the public to enjoy wine
and music in the courtyard and to visit or revisit the
exhibitions as part of Downtown’s First Thursday
activities on April 7.

Hattie Beresford has been
writing a local history
column for the Montecito
Journal for more than a
decade and is the author of
several books on Santa
Barbara’s historic past
Huguette Clark circa 1930
(Courtesy of Bellosguardo Foundation)

In the Kitchen with Fieldside
Grill’s Philip Stein

Fieldside Grill’s Philip Stein

by Claudia Schou

P

hilip Stein doesn’t fit the standard mold of a polo club chef.
For starters, his warm and friendly personality is devoid of the stuffy airs
that one might assume is mandatory
among those in close orbit to the regal
sport. Now the Fieldside Grill’s executive chef, he was completely unfamiliar
with the game – and its arcane terminology – until six months ago when he
first learned the meaning of “chukker.”
(That’s the Hindi-derived name for
a game period in which players on a
rotating menu of horses swing wooden
mallets to drive a ball across a field and
into a goal.)
Stein welcomes all challenges,
including the COVID-19 shutdowns,
inflation, supply chain shortages, and
increased labor costs common in the
industry today. He says many local chefs
just have to press on, finding ways to
bring value to the dining experience.
“We have to tap into our creativity,”
said Stein, who joined Fieldside Grill
at the Santa Barbara Polo and Racquet
Club (SBPRC) in Carpinteria about a
year ago. “Some ways that have been
successful in helping us keep our prices

steady have been using a seasonal menu,
cross utilizing the same products in different dishes, creative specials, plating,
and team development.”
The restaurant was revived by BBC
Catering – a food-and-events company
that operates Fieldside Grill, along with
Tack Room Tavern at Empire Polo
Club in Indio – when it partnered with
SBPRC to reinvigorate the polo experience with upscale yet approachable
cuisine.
At the time, there was another chef
at the helm, but when he left, Stein
stepped up. Ever since, diners say Stein
has been churning out winning plates
from his modest-sized kitchen. He also
oversees daily team management, inventories, catering and events, member
mixers, and weekend barbecues.
BBC Catering envisioned the opposite of an exclusive dining club, but
rather a dining establishment that is
open to the public – a genius idea that
promotes the sport through its delicious
culinary offerings.
Stein has the perfect background for
the job. He served in the U.S. Army
before attending culinary school; he
also worked as executive chef at Sunset
Hills Country Club in Thousand Oaks,
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The family of the
late Ozzie Da Ros
at the Lockwood
de Forest exhibition: Brandon
and Maria
Eikmeier, Tina
and Peter Da Ros
(son), Kathleen
Mackins (daughter), and Dani
Leholm
(photo by
Priscilla)

Bellosguardo
trustees
Joshua
Conviser
and Sandi
Nicholson
(photo by
Priscilla)

Ranger returns to Santa Barbara Harbor

pattern, known as ostinato, consisted
“entirely of commonplace musical elements” that lacked the “quantum of
originality” need for copyright protection. An L.A. jury in July 2019, awarded
Flame, whose given name is Marcus
Gray, and two other plaintiffs $2.79
million, including $550,000 from Perry
and $1.29 million from her label, Capitol
Records, part of the Universal Music
Group. “Dark Horse” appeared on Perry’s
2013 album Prism and spent four weeks
atop the Billboard Hot 100 in 2014.

The Lone Ranger

History on Display

Santa Barbara Historical Museum is
hosting two major side-by-side exhibitions with works by copper heiress
Huguette Marcelle Clark and local landscapist Lockwood de Forest. It is the first
exhibition of Clark’s impressive artwork
since 1931, and is presented in collaboration with the Bellosguardo Foundation,
which is running her former magnificent
estate overlooking East Beach.
Her works include self-portraits, a
still life, and many images, including a
Japanese geisha, a ballerina, and a Spanish
dancer, among others.
“We wanted to show the breadth of
Huguette Clark’s talent,” says Dacia
EARTHQUAKE RETROFITTING
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Harwood, museum director. “She lived
a fascinating life, and we’ve learned more
about her time in our community, while
preparing the exhibition.” The show concludes June 12.
De Forest’s exhibition features many
iconic local scenes, including Butterfly
Beach, Mission Creek, Figueroa
Mountain, and Old Mission Santa
Barbara, along with two dozen oils. They
are from a collection given to the museum by Oswald and Kathleen Da Ros.
The show also touches upon de Forest’s
other endeavors as an interior designer,
author, and worldwide traveler. It runs
through May 8.
Among the tony torrent of art lovers
turning out for a sunset soirée to mark the
occasion were Bill and Sandi Nicholson,
former mayor Helene Schneider, Jeremy
Lindaman, Gretchen Lieff and Miles
Hartfeld, Rick Oshay, Josh Conviser,
Sharon Bradford, Hattie Beresford, Greg
Gorga, Jerry Jackman, John Woodward,
and Brett and Natalie Hodges.

The flagship Ranger, which is familiar
to many for leading the annual Parade
of Lights at Yuletide, has rejoined the
Classic Yacht Association’s Southern
California fleet. Originally the vessel was
readmitted to the association in 2020,
in time for the 20th anniversary of the
Santa Barbara Maritime Museum, but
the pandemic delayed her rededication
ceremony.
Now Ranger will finally be welcomed
back to our Eden by the Beach with a
dockside champagne reception on April
10. Built in 1917 by Fellows and Stewart
in Wilmington, California, she was the
first private fishing yacht built on the
Left Coast and has had a long and exciting life with Humphrey Bogart, Zane
Grey, John Wayne, and Errol Flynn,
among her passengers.
Ranger has also been the flagship of
the Catalina Island Tuna Club, the Los
Angeles Motor Boat Club, the Catalina
Island Yacht Club, the Long Beach Yacht

Flame and Fireworks
Santa Barbara warbler Katy Perry has
had very good news! The 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals, in a 3-0 decision, has
decided the former Dos Pueblos High
student and her team are not liable to hip
hop artist Flame, who claimed they copied her number one hit, “Dark Horse,”
from his rap song, “Joyful Noise.”
The Pasadena court said the eight-note

Club, and now the museum. It was donated to the harbor side institution by Jack
Morehart in 1997. The vessel has also
been the setting for many photoshoots
including Lands’ End, Oscar-winning
actor Kevin Costner, mermaids, and
many brides and grooms.

Calling All Royals
Could Prince Harry and Meghan
Markle be making a rare joint appearance
in our Eden by the Beach next month?
British cellist Sheku Kanneh-Mason, 22,
who played at the tony twosome’s wedding at St. George’s Chapel, Windsor, in
2018, is set to perform with his equally
talented pianist sister, Isata, at UCSB’s
Campbell Hall as part of the institution’s
popular Arts & Lectures series.
I’m told the Sussexi have been informed
of the dynamic duo’s show and may well
attend. Sheku, who plays a 1700 Matteo
Goffriller instrument, won the BBC’s
Young Musician of the Year award in 2016
and was awarded an MBE – Member of
the British Empire – accolade in 2020 for
services to music. Stay tuned...

New Development
at the Foodbank
Alisse Harris is the Foodbank of Santa
Barbara County’s new chief development
officer. A resident of the Santa Ynez
Valley, with close ties to both the north
and south ends of the county, Harris
most recently spearheaded the public
phase of Direct Relief ’s $40 million capital campaign to build and launch a new
warehouse in Goleta for the international
humanitarian aid organization.
Prior to joining the Direct Relief campaign, which exceeded its goal, Harris
spent eight years growing J&K Pool
Construction while overseeing more than
200 installation and remodeling projects,
serving six years as senior account executive at the San Francisco Chronicle, and
locally at Rincon Broadcasting.

Dressed to Impress
Alisse Harris is Foodbank’s new chief development officer

“Doing nothing is better than being busy doing nothing.” – Lao Tzu

The black dress worn by former actress
Meghan Markle during her incendi-
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Polo Burger

where he introduced new cuisines and
dishes to the club’s fine dining program.
His easy-going approach to gourmet
meals represents a growing trend as chefs
find novel ways to make fine dining more
of an everyday ritual – and diners are
eating it up.
On a recent sun-kissed afternoon, a
server presented a trio of diners on the
patio with buffalo chicken sliders, spicy
sauce, and garlic aioli ($12); a chipotle chicken wrap with bacon, sundried
tomatoes, and shredded jack and cheddar
cheese ($15); and a beef burger made
with a premium blend of short rib, brisket, and chuck, with cheddar and the
works tucked into a brioche bun ($15).
Few restaurants have the storied history of Santa Barbara, much less its polo
scene. (SBPRC is the 3rd oldest polo
club in the U.S.) Inside the dining room,
handsome wood tables and chairs accented by polo-green walls and stately green
leaf print curtains provide the backdrop
for this elegant Santa Barbara institution.
There, a second group of guests enjoyed a
working lunch, feasting on spinach, artichoke, and parmesan dip sprinkled with
fresh herbs and served with warm house-

made pita chips ($14), and a variety of
grilled flatbreads ($15) with a round of
Arnold Palmers to quench their thirst.
SBPRC’s executive team oversaw the
creation of the original menu, which is
constantly getting updated with Stein’s
fresh seasonal creations. “Everything on the
menu is representative of something you’d
see on a private club menu,” said Stein.
“My focus is to modernize the cuisine,
make it more approachable for customers.”
It also reflects Stein’s extraordinary
knowledge of country clubs and their vast
culinary traditions.
During polo season, the game menu
consists of cheese and charcuterie ($20)
and hummus plates ($14). Stein replaced
lettuce cups with a poke bowl ($22)
because the former can be messy for
game attendees who are nicely dressed,
he added.
His seasonal menus take an updated
approach to old-school classics: shrimp
cocktail ($16) is served with a tequila
and orange cocktail sauce and lemon
wedges; a chopped Caesar salad ($13)
is made with a mixture of Tuscan kale
and romaine lettuce, Parmesan and garlic
croutons; and chicken piccata is served
airline-style over pappardelle pasta with
lemon and capers.
On the dinner menu, filet of beef tenderloin is cooked to order, glazed with
balsamic vinegar reduction and served
atop red wine demi-glace with truffle
mashed potatoes and seasonal vegetables
($49); a miso marinated Atlantic salmon
filet is grilled and presented with crunchy
vegetables and soba noodle stir fry ($32);
braised pork osso buco is drizzled with
pomegranate molasses ($30); and shrimp
and saffron pappardelle ($28) is finished
with a hint of citrus.
A departure from country club cuisine
might be the seared Ahi Burger ($16),
tōgarashi seared ahi served with wasabi
tossed slaw and dynamite sauce, or crispy
pork belly tacos ($16). Here, Stein slow
roasts pork belly with Cajun seasoning,

Shrimp Cocktail

brown sugar, and spicy chilies, and serves
it in a warm, slightly crispy corn tortilla
— street taco style. It’s sided with a citrusy pineapple slaw and plantains.
For dessert ($9), the bread pudding —
described by chef as a pain perdu (French
toast) – is classic. There is also a waffle
churro with Mexican hot chocolate and
orange vanilla mousse.
The bar program offers a mix of country club classics from bloody marys ($12)
to Pimm’s Cup ($12), an English-style
lemonade (clear and carbonated) made
with gin and fresh garnishes such as
apple, cucumber, orange, lemon, strawberry, and mint. The Sage Brown Derby
with bourbon, grapefruit, lime juice,
sweet vermouth, Angostura bitters, and
sage leaf ($15) is a delicious doozy.
“When people think of a polo country
club they think white linens, sometimes
silver service and flambé tableside din-

Fieldside Grill’s bread pudding

ing,” Stein said. “Diners here are still
pampered but it’s more of a welcoming
atmosphere with good food and impressive polo.”
So, pin that fashion forward hat to
your head, sit back and enjoy the artfully
crafted Pimm’s Cup and bloody marys
— two of the finest refreshers you’ll ever
enjoy at any country club. The Fieldside
Grill at SBPRC will not disappoint as
you experience this exciting reinvention

of a legendary polo icon. 
If you go: Fieldside Grill is open for lunch, dinner, and
brunch at 3300 Via Real, Carpinteria. Look for the
second building on the right along the main entrance
road. Plenty of parking is available for restaurant
guests. Reservations are required for Sunday polo
matches. For more information and hours, call
(805) 617-0808.

LUCKY‘S
STEAKS - CHOPS - SEAFOOD - COCKTAILS
1279 COAST VILLAGE ROAD (805) 565-7540
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ary interview a year ago with Oprah
Winfrey has been named Dress of the
Year by a British institution. The Fashion
Museum in historic Bath is set to display
the black triple silk georgette dress with
a deep front, lotus flower embroidery,
and matching belt, from Italian designer
Giorgio Armani’s cruise collection. It
will be part of a History of Fashion’s 100
Objects exhibit in the city beloved by
regency author Jane Austen.

Cann it Be?
Montecito actress Gwyneth Paltrow is
going to pot! She has invested in a marijuana drink company owned by Luke
Anderson after being his babysitter when
he was just two years old. The Oscar winner, 49, is backing cannabis-infused Cann,
which cannot be sold in the co-founder’s
state of New York, where recreational
weed is illegal under federal law.
Paltrow helped raise initial capital through a $15 million seed round,
becoming the biggest celebrity investor.
The beverage, which Anderson founded in 2019 with business partner Jake
Bullock, can only be bought by residents
in six U.S. states – Arizona, California,
Illinois, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
and Nevada.

In the Bag
Oscar nominees may not all get the
coveted gold statuette, but the luxury
gifts they all receive, worth six figures,
aren’t too shabby. From beauty products
to luxury vacations, the “Everyone Wins”
swag bag lavishes stars with an incredible
range of goodies.
Provided by L.A.-based marketing
company Distinctive Assets, the elaborate gifts are worth more than $100,000
and include presents such as gold-infused
olive oil and crystal-topped bath bombs.
Also on offer are gold topped pretzels,
liposuction treatments, and even property management by an L.A.-based construction company for their next project.
There’s even a plot of land in Scotland
from Highland Titles, making recipients Lords and Ladies of Glencoe, and
$10,000 worth of plastic surgery by New
York doctor Konstantin Vasyukevich.

Royal Moves
Queen Elizabeth, who celebrates her
96th birthday next month, is making
her favorite weekend retreat, 1,000room Windsor Castle, her permanent
home. Her Majesty is quitting 775room Buckingham Palace and its 39-acre
garden, built in 1702 for the Duke of
Buckingham and then acquired by King
George III in 1761 before becoming the
residence of the monarch in 1837 when
Queen Victoria moved in, and moving
26 miles down the M4 highway to the
1,000 year-old castle built by William
the Conqueror in 1070, on 13 acres by
the River Thames and a tiara’s toss from
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Eton College, where princes William
and Harry were schooled.
The Queen has called the palace near
Hyde Park home for most of her record
breaking 70-year reign, but describes
Windsor as the place she loves and where
she spent her last days with Prince Philip
before his death a year ago. Her decision
means the heir to the British throne,
Prince Charles, will likely be the next
Buckingham Palace resident when he
becomes king, although he is known to
prefer his current home, Clarence House,
at the other end of the Mall, the former
home of Queen Elizabeth the Queen
Mother, who died in 2002.

TPRC (Continued from 38
38))

On Mission
Santa Barbara-based nonprofit
California Missions Foundation (CMF),
established in 1998, has found a way to
fill the void of in-person field trips by
offering fourth-grade students throughout the state a one-hour missions experience – virtually – using high-definition
video, expert interviews, and stories of
the California Native Americans.
Since 2006, CMF has provided the
funding for youngsters to visit their
local mission via its “All Aboard the
Bus” field trip program. But two years
ago, as the recent pandemic restrictions
began, school field trips were quickly
cancelled and slow to return. The new
virtual world is allowing the foundation
to expand its program reach and connect with students in every corner of
California. The virtual program is hosted
at Old Mission Santa Barbara.
“We have private, public, and home
schools signed up,” says CMF executive
director David Bolton. “The response
has been tremendous. The missions and
native California history are included in
the curriculum for every fourth-grade
student. Keeping alive mission history
and sharing the diverse stories that were
part of the California missions is very
important.” Mission not impossible!

Sightings
British director-actor Kenneth
Branagh noshing at Opal... Michael
Douglas and Catherine Zeta-Jones
checking out Sakana Sushi Bar on CVR...
Prince Harry at the Stockyards Rodeo in
Fort Worth, Texas.
Pip! Pip! Be safe, wear a mask when

required, and get vaccinated. 

From musings on the
Royals to celebrity real
estate deals, Richard
Mineards is our man on
the society scene and has
been for more than a
decade

Members and supporters of The Project for Resilient Communities came together to accept the
2022 National Service Award

complex and dangerous terrain above Montecito, and its alluvial flood plain.
To begin, the group commissioned and funded what, astonishingly, is the first
comprehensive study of the history of local events such as 1/9.
Titled “Fire, Flood and Landslide Dam History: The Community of
Montecito and Vicinity,” the 166-page study is researched and written by Dr.
Larry Gurrola, an engineering geologist based in Ventura, and Dr. J. David
Rogers, professor of Geological Engineering at the Missouri University of
Science and Technology. TRPC hopes the report will form the foundation for
a county master plan for Montecito and its surroundings. A review of the study
shows there is much to be done. In the immediate wake of the 2018 disaster,
for example, it was common to hear the claim that the disaster was “a 1,000year event” or a “500-year event” and therefore unlikely to reoccur in the near
future. In fact, it was far from rare.
In reviewing the geological record and journalistic history of the area, the authors
learned that 1/9, in fact, was the fifth such event of extreme magnitude in the past
200 years; previous massive debris flows occurred in 1861, 1895, 1914, and 1995.
The maximum time between such events has been 81 years, the minimum 23, for
an average of one every 40 years. In addition, the study detailed dozens more flood
and debris flow events of somewhat less magnitude during the same period. The
majority, like 1/9, followed major wildfires. “The historical inventory recognized
a much greater frequency of destructive debris flows and debris laden flood events
than previously assumed,” the scientists wrote.
In a conversation at Sunday’s event, Gurrola said that the current network of
flood control work to protect Montecito – even including the new steel nets and
the county’s in-progress Randall Road debris basin – is an “almost patchwork”
line of prevention that is “orders of magnitude” less than what is needed to safeguard the community from a future 1/9. Some key excerpts from the GurrolaRogers study:
“The debris flow hazard remains high for significant portions of the community, including homes located along the Cold Spring, Hot Springs, and Montecito
Creek corridors... The total capacity of the two debris basins and two debris nets
in the Montecito Creek watershed is roughly 45,500 yards.
“However, estimates of the total volume of debris discharged from the Cold
Spring and Hot Springs creeks watersheds exceeds 300,000 yards [according
to] the U.S. Geological Survey [in 2019] and is estimated by [a 2021 scientific
study] to be greater than 400,000 yards, which is nearly 10-fold greater than the
capacity of the basins and nets combined.” (Emphasis ours.)
“Considering the new understanding of the frequency of damaging debris
flows established in this flood inventory, together with estimate of the total
debris volume produced in the 1/9 event,” the authors conclude, “the determination that the existing debris basins are insufficient for mitigation of moderate to large debris flows is without question... Development of a master plan
study and strategizing the components of mitigation and alternative solutions
is recommended.”
McElroy makes the point in somewhat more colorful language: “We are going
to have more big-ass fires; we are going to have more big-ass floods. It’s going to
continue happening because it’s always happening. The nets were the first step,
but without a master plan, it’s just a reaction plan,” he added. “You’ve got to keep

awareness high. The work isn’t done.” 
Jerry Roberts has worked in the news business as a reporter, editor, columnist, commentator, and author
for nearly 50 years

“Physics isn’t the most important thing. Love is.” – Richard P. Feynman
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have we come or not come? [After George
Floyd] it feels painfully relevant.”
RTC will be presenting the original
one-actor version of the play starring Chris
Butler, the company’s associate artistic director, who will also co-direct. “There’s a grace
in an African American person being willing
to share all the contrasting points of view,
including some characters who are less than
sympathetic.”
There will also no doubt be a bit of grace
in The Gin Game, the two-hander that
serves as a preview to the six-play season.
RTC favorite and Emmy winner Joe Spano
and Emmy and Academy Award nominee
JoBeth Williams star in the Pulitzer Prizewinning drama from D.L. Coburn, which
RTC first produced last summer as a reading
in a private home and will now send out
on the road for an extended tour after the
March 19 – April 3 Ventura run concludes.
The second official season production is
the Fats Waller musical Ain’t Misbehavin’,
which will run June 8 – 26, spanning the
40th anniversary of the show serving as the
first African American Broadway play to
be aired on network television, Burns said.
The pandemic-postponed romantic comedy
Almost, Maine hits the RTC stage September
7 – 25, followed by another musical in Lin
Manuel Miranda’s In the Heights, directed
and choreographed by Luis Salgado, who
was the dance consultant in the original
Broadway version and later directed the first
Spanish language production.
RTC’s community outreach in advance
of the October 28 – November 13 staging
is the reason they were able to get Salgado to
sign on, Burns said.
“We will be holding free classes for the
community twice a week for eight weeks
so that people especially in the Latinx community who may have raw talent and desire
but have never had the opportunity to get
their equity card or to work professionally
can have the chance to stand toe-to-toe
with more experienced professionals,” she
explained. “This gives them a fair chance to
actually win a role, be in the musical, and get
their equity card.”
Rubicon’s original Lonesome Traveler
staged concert continues expanding its franchise with a new holiday show A Lonesome
Traveler Christmas (November 30 –
December 18) featuring Lifetime Grammy
Award-winners George Grove and Rick
Dougherty (The Kingston Trio) and Jerry
Siggins (The Diamonds). The season closes
with Will Eno’s The Realistic Jones, running
January 25 – February 12, 2023.
“Putting this all together coming out of
the pandemic kind of feels like a start up
on steroids,” Burns said. “We have higher
expectations of ourselves than we did when
we first started.” Mission accomplished.

during the 37th annual SBIFF – but here
are a few pithy comments:
Will Smith (commenting on an altercation in the seats during his joint appearance with co-star Aunjanue Ellis): “See,
that’s why it’s important to have white
audiences. That would’ve gone differently
where you and I grew up.”
Lin-Manuel Miranda [who went to
Colombia to research before composing Best Original Song nominee “Dos
Oruguitas” from Encanto]: “The fun about
being a writer and actor is that we’re asked
to go on deep dives and learn about things
I never would have… The secret sauce on
Hamilton is that I was learning a chapter ahead so I could put it on stage and
dramatize it… I can dance with chimney
sweeps thanks to Mary Poppins Returns.”
Troy Kotsur (supporting actor in
CODA, on whether there are accents in
sign language): “We have regional accents
in sign… Believe it or not, hearing people
in America have all different accents, too.”
Kenneth Branagh (writer-director of
Belfast) on starting the script during the
pandemic: “All bets were off... It was hard
to know how to navigate the future, so
it seemed like a good time to revisit the
past… I had a psychic load to bear. I wanted to make this beyond a script written for
myself and my therapist.”
Elizabeth Mirzaei (director of doc
short Three Songs for Benazir): “We can see
what’s happening in Ukraine right now…
and we feel an ability for us to speak about
the way that the world looks at the people
who are considered the ‘other.’”
Bonus: Javier Bardem, because he
dressed so casually and jovially yukked it
up with the crowd by the Red Carpet, on
taking his work home with him: “No, I
don’t… That one time I took [No Country
for Old Men], I killed many people in New
Mexico…I went full method!”
Voting for the Oscars takes place March
17 – 22. The 94th annual Academy Awards
will be telecast on March 27.

longtime residents Carrie and Arthur
have endured harmful therapies inflicted
by their less than empathetic wardens,
Cassandra and Adam. When Rick arrives,
the strange mix of realities he faces rattle
his confidence in his own perception of
the world, leading to an examination of
the question: What is real and what makes
it that way? Roberts, who is a writer, actor,
and director from Los Angeles, and a former touring spoken word poet, will also
direct the student-powered production
that plays March 17 – 20 at Center Stage.
Next up in the Santa Barbara Museum
of Art’s Through Vincent’s Eyes exhibit
arts array is a production of Vincent, the
critically lauded one-man play written by
Emmy-nominated actor Leonard Nimoy
of Star Trek fame. Based on more than
500 letters exchanged between Vincent
van Gogh and his brother Theo, the play
examines the passion and torment of the
extraordinary artist’s life and death as seen
through his brother’s eyes. This version of
the intimately scaled play features Charles
Pasternak, award-winning actor and
Designate Artistic Director of Santa Cruz
Shakespeare, in the dual roles of Vincent
and Theo. Performances are at 1 and 3 pm
on Sunday, March 20, at SBMA’s Mary
Craig Auditorium.

Elsewhere in Theater

InterAct with Elvis this Saturday, March 19

Center Stage Theater and UCSB’s
Initiative for New & Reimagined Work
are teaming to present the world premiere of Seaward, written and directed by
UCSB acting student Cyrus Roberts. An
absurdist tragicomedy exploring the issue
of identity within the setting of a 1930s
asylum for the mentally ill, Seaward finds
a new patient stepping into F-Ward, where

Looking For Elvis, the first original large
theater production from InterAct Theatre
School, is a science fiction-inspired tale
of friendship, megalomania, and children
saving the world. The original musical
comedy conveniently set in Carpinteria
is a mashup of popular sci-fi movies since
the ‘70s with the King of Rock and Roll
Elvis Presley performed by the school’s
80 budding actors. The song and dance
filled story of good versus evil, which
serves as InterAct’s annual event to showcase its students, will be performed at the
Marjorie Luke Theatre on Saturday afternoon, March 19.

Oscar & SBIFF:
Friends Forever

Book ‘em: Writers’
Round-up at Tecolote

Let’s get this out of the way: there is
no way that we have the space to cite
even a single sentence from each of the
Academy Award nominees who set foot
on the stage at the Arlington Theatre

Prolific local literature lover Steven
Gilbar, who probably spends as much time
involved in books, research, and writing
as he does practicing law, has just added
another new title to his two dozen-strong
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Looking Seaward at Center Stage

published collection, this one sharpening
the local angle to focus on writers who
call Montecito home. Titled The Little
Book of Montecito Writers: Mini-Biographies
of Authors with Connections to Montecito,
California, the new work grew out of a
talk he gave at the Montecito Library last
summer, and all profits from sales from
what he calls “another of my shamelessly
noncommercial enterprises” are earmarked
for our charming little library.

Come meet some Montecito Writers at Tecolote

The launch party at the Upper Village’s
Tecolote Book Shop from 3 – 5 pm on
Saturday, March 19, is turning into a veritable Who’s Who of local literati. Elsewhere,
Chaucer’s Books returns to in-person
author events with William Peters, MFT,
the founder of the Santa Barbara nonprofit
Shared Crossing Project, whose mission is to
positively transform relationships to death
and dying through education and raising awareness. His book At Heaven’s Door
comes from his exploration and research
into the ways the living can accompany the
dying on their journey into the afterlife.
Peters discusses the book, shares stories and
the implications of Shared Crossing for
having both a better life and a better death
on Monday, March 21.
Writer, language scholar, and podcast
host Amanda Montell, the author of the
widely praised book Wordslut, has now
applied her background and skills in analyzing how cult groups from Jonestown
and Scientology to SoulCycle and social
media gurus use language as the ultimate
form of power. Through storytelling and
original research, Montell exposes the verbal elements that make a wide spectrum of
communities “cultish,” revealing how they
affect followers of groups as notorious as
Heaven’s Gate and QAnon but also pervade
our modern start-ups and social media such
as Instagram. Montell muses on such mass
movements in, Cultish, at Chaucer’s on
Tuesday, March 22. Call (805) 682-6787

or visit chaucersbooks.com. 

Steven Libowitz has covered
a plethora of topics for the
Journal since 1997, and now
leads our extensive arts and
entertainment coverage
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING (805) 565-1860

ESTATE/SENIOR SERVICES
MOVING MISS DAISY

Full Service SAFE Senior Relocation and Estate Liquidation Services
Including: Packing and Unpacking,
Estate Sales, Online Auctions and
our own Consignment Shop! We are
Licensed, Bonded, Liability Insured,
Workers Comped, Certified by The National Assoc Of Senior Move Managers
(NASMM) and The American Society of
Estate Liquidators (ASEL).
Glenn Novack, Owner. 805-770-7715
info@movingmissdaisy.com
MovingMissDaisy.com
Consignments@MovingMissDaisy.hibid.com
THE CLEARING HOUSE, LLC

Recognized as the area’s Premier
Estate Liquidators - Experts in the
Santa Barbara Market! We are Skilled
Professionals with Years of Experience in Downsizing and Estate Sales.
Personalized service. Insured. Call for a
complimentary consultation.
Elaine (805)708-6113
Christa (805)450-8382
Email: theclearinghouseSB@cox.net
Website: theclearinghouseSB.com
TRESOR

We Buy, Sell
and Broker
Important
Estate Jewelry. Located
in the upper
village of
Montecito. Graduate Gemologists with
30 years of experience. We do free
evaluations and private consultation.
1470 East Valley Rd Suite V.
805 969-0888
WHO DO YOU TRUST WHEN SELLING
YOUR VALUABLES? Luxury Selling
Solutions is an independent expert to
help you sell and retain the profits from
your jewelry, fine watches, fine art, silver, sculpture, wine, coins, memorabilia,
even rare classic cars and motorcycles.
Owner, Dana Ehrman is a Graduate
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Gemologist, with
over 30 years of
experience helping
people sell luxury
personal property. CALL TODAY
FOR A FREE CONSULTATION (310)
736-5896 or email LuxurySellingSolu
tions@gmail.com.
POSITION WANTED
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT Organize receipts for taxes, pay bills, write checks,
reservations, scheduling. Confidential.
Semi-retired professional. Excellent
references. Sandra (805) 636-3089.
Trusted, Experienced Caregiver, CA State
registered and background checked.
Vaccinated. Loving and caring provides
transportation, medications, etc.
Lina 650-281-6492
Hello Neighbors!
I’m creating a
business offering personal
services such as
home management, animal
caregiving,
house sitting,
companionship, errands and shopping.
I’m a former executive assistant to
a high-level government official. I’m
respectful, personable, responsible
and love animals. It brings me great
joy to help people and be of service.
References available. Rates based on
request.
Melanie 424-268-6768
Princeton2hollywood@yahoo.com
Local Estate Manager/Chef
CPR/AED,STCW,TWIC, Guard Card,
Serve Safe, Live Scan
Tel. 805-455-2800

Vaccinated. Compassionate.
References available
call Barbara (805)886-8864
bpellsb@gmail.com
POSITION AVAILABLE

protocol takes just ten minutes once
a week to improve your bone density and aid in more energy, strength,
balance and agility. Please call for a
complimentary session!
Call Now (805) 453-6086
DENTISTRY SERVICES

Retired Engineer needs a registered
CNA or LVN for 12 hours/night duty 2-3
nights a week. Very quiet Montecito
location! Call Charlie 805-969-6687
PHYSICAL TRAINING & THERAPY
Personal Training for 60+
Balance-Strength-Fitness
In-person, fully-customized programs
help you maintain a
healthy, active lifestyle. If you’re recovering from surgery or
an injury, my simple
strategies help you
regain and maintain
your physical fitness.
STILLWELL FITNESS – John Stillwell –
CPT,BA PHYS ED- 805-705-2014
Want to improve
the way you move?
House calls for personalized exercise
sessions for those
with PARKINSON’s
DISEASE and SENIORS. Certified in
PD specific exercises (PWR! MovesParkinson’s Wellness Recovery)evidenced-based moves which target
the key areas affected by PD.
Josette Fast, Physical Therapist
805-722-8035

GOT OSTEOPOROSIS?
WE CAN HELP
At OsteoStrong our proven non-drug

Retiring organic farmer install food
gardens, fruit tree revitalization, and
build new garden beds. For Consultation call Randy Wade
805-966-4030
Private in home end of life care. Active
CA RN license.
23 yrs experience with 15 yrs in hospice
care. Local.

$8 MINIMUM TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD
It’s Simple. Charge is $2 per line, each line with 31 characters.
Minimum is $8 per week/issue. Photo/logo/visual is an additional
$20 per issue. Email text to frontdesk@montecitojournal.net
or call (805) 565-1860 and we will respond with a cost.
Deadline for inclusion is Friday before 2 pm.
We accept Visa/MasterCard/Amex
“The unexamined life is not worth living.” – Socrates

Kind and Gentle Dental Care
with Dr Michelle Stivers.
Everything from cleanings to implants.
Call Dr Stivers for an Appt.
805-569-1481.
WEEKLY SUPPORT
SmartRecovery.org Meetings
Th 6:30-7:30 pm Friendship Ctr
83 Eucalytus Ln, Rm 1
For info: Dale 805-637-2969
AUTOMOBILES WANTED
We buy Classic Cars Running or not.
Foreign/Domestic
Porsche/Mercedes
We come to you.
Call Steven - 805-699-0684
WRITING SERVICES
Tell Your Story
Your life story is one of a kind. Preserve it as a treasure for family, friends
and a wider audience or it will fade
away. I write biographies and ghost
write autobiographies, then produce
beautiful books that are thorough, professional, distinctive, impressive and
entertaining. I also assist you with your
own books – planning, editing and
publishing. David Wilk Great references. (805) 455-5980 Learn more at
www.BiographyDavidWilk.com
Hello from Jay North professional writer. I will ghost write your book, movie
or memoir. You have lived an amazing
life-I will tell your story.
Fast, and artfully told.
Get me at JaysBooksHere@gmail.com
or 805-794-9126
RENTAL PROPERTY AVAILABLE
Beautiful early Spanish Casita rental
located near Montecito Upper Village.
2-acre lot located up a private lane.
Landscaped gardens by Lockwood De
Forest. 2 bedrooms, den, 3 baths, W/D.
Available for June $7500. Cleaning
and gardening included. See www.
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Mini Meta

Last Week’s Solution:

By Pete Muller & Andrew White
For each of the first five mini crosswords, one of the entries also serves as part of a
five-word meta clue. The answer to the meta is a word or phrase (five letters or
longer) hidden within the sixth mini crossword. The hidden meta answer starts in
one of the squares and snakes through the grid vertically and horizontally from
there (no diagonals!) without revisiting any squares.
PUZZLE #1
1
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3

4

1
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7

8

7

9

8

2

Across
1 Medium for cool sculptures?
4 Posts on a wall, perhaps
7 2021 interviewer of Meghan
and Harry
8 Movie trailer, e.g.
9 Gristly bit in a steak

6

Down
1 Sellers of short stacks
2 3/4-length pants style
3 Scandal-plagued energy
company
5 With 6-Down, "Jeopardy!,"
for example
6 See 5-Down

1
5

2

3

4

Across
1 Part of many pirate
costumes
5 Religion utilizing the Book
of Shadows
6 Prefix meaning "between"
7 Corrupt morally
8 When repeated,
not-so-subtle comment

1

2

6

6

7

7

7

8

8

9

9

Across
1 5G predecessor
4 Woman's name that means
"fate"
6 1,000 smackers
7 High-IQ club
8 Was a model, perhaps

Down
1 Like fuzzy images, briefly
2 Disney princess from New
Orleans
3 Iowa senator Joni
4 Studio known for Leo the
Lion
5 Gp. concerned with canine
welfare?

vrbo.com/84421 to view photos only.
Contact Mark MacGillvray, Coldwell
Banker: 805:886-7097. No pets. Ideal
for couples.

Across
1 Common Easter basket
sights
6 Month of an annual
cannabis holiday
7 "Never ___ Give You Up"
("Rickrolling" song)
8 Self-evident statement
9 Nabokov's nos

3

T
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L
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L
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S

N
E
S
S

TRIANGLE

4

Down
1 Where Moses received the
Ten Commandments
2 Be a cast member of
3 Yankee Candle option
4 Male red deer
5 "___ all due respect ..."

META PUZZLE
5

6

8

2

A
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E
S

5

PUZZLE #5

3

4

5

S
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ILLS
PUZZLE #3

6

PUZZLE #4

L
A
P
A
T

1

3

7

1

A
L
O
H
A

PUZZLE #2

6

Down
1 Actor Farrell or Firth
2 Pablo's pal
3 "That's correct!"
4 Ding or dimple
5 Rogue computer of filmdom

B
E
T
S
Y

2

4

Across
1 Trump follower?
5 Rapper Rich ___ Quan
6 Straighten
7 Weighing very little
8 Snarky sentence
conclusion

R D
A R
C E
K

ALL

5

8

I
D
I
N
A

Down
1 Irreligious one
2 Glue that requires a
reaction
3 Muppet with a famous bath
time song
4 Grape variety
5 Attacks in the press, say

Across
1 Fess up
6 Soft, on scores
7 Badly missed shot, in
basketball slang
8 "Howdy!," Down Under
9 It, in Italy

3

4

5

Down
1 BOLO relative
2 Lamenting song
3 Stereotypical whodunit
suspects
4 Early native Peruvians
5 2021 Olympics host

LOCAL BUSINESS DIRECTORY

COVID VACCINE PRESENTATION
PRESENTATION: COVID VACCINES
AND YOUR CHILD: If you have a child
aged 5-17 and are contemplating the
Covid vaccine I urge you to consider
attending this presentation. Important
information will be shared regarding
safety, effectiveness, options, etc. The
data provided is from the FDA, CDC,
Lancet, JAMA, Public Health England,
and more. The benefit/risk analysis will
show alarming and unfavorable information about these vaccines. This is
particularly relevant given that bill SB
871 could require all children to have
the Covid-19 vaccine in order to attend
school. All points of view will be respected. Thursday, March 24th 5:30 pm
at Faulkner Gallery, 40 East Anapamu
Street. Light refreshments and free onsite childcare will be provided. For more
information
email: sabbey4@gmail.com

FRENCH VINTAGES
Art Collectibles & Furniture
www.frenchvintages.net or
jzaimeddine@yahoo.com

FREE DELIVERY
ANYWHERE

JACQUES

661-644-0839

WE BUY BOOKS
Historical Paintings
Vintage Posters
Original Prints

805-962-4606

info@losthorizonbooks.com

LOST HORIZON BOOKSTORE
now in Montecito, 539 San Ysidro Road

DONATIONS NEEDED
Santa Barbara Bird
Sanctuary Menagerie
2430 Lillie Avenue Summerland
CA 93067
(805) 969-1944
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“Good Food for Good People”

LUCKY’S
steaks /chops /seafood /cocktails

Montecito’s neighborhood bar and restaurant. 1279 Coast Village Road Montecito CA 93108 (805)565-7540
www.luckys-steakhouse.com

